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APOLLO 15 LAUNCH IS SUCCESSFUL
Twelve Day Journey
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray

Two Car Collision
Occurs On Saturday

Five Yoling
People Die
In Accident

The Murray Police Department investigated a two car
collision at 8:57 p.m. Saturday on
South 12th Street. No injuries
were listed on the report filed by
the officers.
Cars involved were a 1971
Datsun two door driven by
Freddie Gerald Beach of 308
South 19th Street, Murray, and a
1969 Chevrolet four door owned
by William Franklin Mitchell of
Princeton Route Three and
driven by Jay P. Thomas of
Danville.
Police said both cars were
going south on South 12th Street.
Thomas, in the left lane, attempted to make a right turn onto
Johnson Boulevard, and collided
with the Beach car, in the right
lane, according to the police
report.

Gets Underway Today

41. They are the first men to
veritureintos5r
izgthree
Russian cosmonauts died upon
By United Press International
A newspaper wrote a story about
their return June 30 from a 24Fifteen persons were reported
a distinguished war veteran and
day tour of space.
killed on state highways over the
referred to him as "BattleA million space fans, some
weekend, including five youths
scarred". Through error it came
clad in bathing suits, thronged
killed
Saturday
in
a single-car
out as "battle-scared". Naturally
a 26-mile stretch of beach south
accident at Cadiz.
they ran a correction the nest
of the launch pad. They kept
The
fatalities:
day, however it came out this
binoculars and
with
tabs
Cadiz: Five young Trigg
time as "bottle-scarred".
radios.
transistor
David
R.
Scott
County men were dead at the
Sometimes you just can't win.
President Nixon, who wished
scene of a one-car accident
the astronauts god.speed Sunday
Saturday
on
Kentucky
139
just
Approximately 15,300 men are
night in a telephone call to
north of Cadiz. The victims died
being sent to Viet Nam each
Cape Kennedy, watched the
when their car slammed into a
month, but there are 29,600
launch on television from his
concrete abutment of a bridge
leaving each month.
mountain retreat at Camp
over muddy creek and went into
David, Md.
the creek.
Larry Robinson, Mike AlexanA Geologist's Dream
The victims were: James C.
der, Mark Kennedy,Steve Porter
For the science of geology,
Radford,
24
Bradley E. Wilson
and Don Burchfield left this
this was the start of the payoff
18, Freddy Eugene Cavanaugh
morning for Cincinnati to catch a Damage to the Datsun was on
mission of the $25 billion U.S.
the
left
side,
and
to
the
Chevrolet
19,
James
Edward
Acree
17,
and
plane for Japan where they will
moon program.
on
the
right
side.
Darrell
D.
Bigham
18,
all
of
attend the World Scout JamFriday evening, the Falcon
Cadiz.
boree. A twenty-one day trip
lunar vehicle carrying Scott
Lexington:
Two
Cincinnati,
never
forget.
they'll
Murray Girl Enrolled
and Irwin is scheduled to set
(Continued on Page Eight)
down on the moon's surface at
Sun came out for about fifteen In MSU Art Workshop
a risky site between a 1,000-foot
minutes yesterday.
RECEIVES AWARD—Ken Brandon, 12-year-old son of Mr.and Ralph Jones Completes
deep canyon and the Apennine
Karen McClure, a junior at
Mrs.
James Brandon of Route 4, Murray, was awarded the "Gene Work At Summer Camp
Mountains, two to three miles
Murray High School, is among 44
We believe the following short students from three states with Catbey Sportmanship Award" at ceremonies held here recently.
Alfred M. Warden
high.
editorial will be of interest since high interest and aptitude in art The awagillaiirst given this year, will be presented to the Little
ANNVILLE, PA. ( AHTNC)—
On Saturday they will be the
this is a university town. We had enrolled in the second of two High LeaguerliTo demonstrates the highest ideals of sportsmanship Cadet Ralph E. Jones, 21, son of
seventh and eighth men —all
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Jones,
American —to walk the surface
School Honors Art Workshops each season.
(Continued on Page Eight)
Photo by David Hill 1713 Ryan Ave., Murray, comof the moon, arriving two years
this summer at Murray State
pleted six weeks practical work
and a week after Apollo 11 pit
University.
in military leadership at the
Neil A. Armstrong and Edward
The workshop began July 19
Army Reserve Officers' Training
E. Aldrin there in "one giant
and will run through July 30. The
Corps advanced summer camp at
leap for mankind."
first session was held July 5-16.
Military
Gap
Indiantown
Scott and Irwin will expiore
Twenty-three new members of Workshops this summer mark
CAPE KENNEDY (UPI)— the mountain base and the
Reservation, Annville, Pa., July
the
Ilth
year
Murray
State
has
the Calloway County Country
The timetable for the flight of valley in an electric-powered,
23.
Club will be special guests sponsored the program.
Apollo 15. (All times EDT and wire-wheeled, $8 million space
Tbe Murray Little League All- inning. Vance also homered for Jew., who is a student at
Students
representing
KenThursday evening at the club's
one
is
University,
subject
to change.)
State
Murray
advanced
to
the
finals
of
the
Murray.
Stars
tucky, Tennessee and Missouri
automobile.
second "get acquainted" steak
than 13 000
Today
•
District Tournament Friday Eddie Rollins gave up only fly
were
selected
by
the
art
Worchen, minting in the
dinner for new members.
Vita
.m.—Astronauts
David
ROTC
tilfillifier
the
for
effort
mother ship, the Endeavour,
workshop night at Ft. Campbell by beating hits in his winning
All members of the club are department for
and
at
six
installations
in
the
United
R.
Scott,
Alfred
M.
Worden
the Mayfield All Stars 9-8.
local nine.
invited to bring their own steaks scholarships after making ap(Continued on PagesEighti
James B. Irwin awakened in
The Murray Stars will play the States.
to the dinner, scheduled for 6:30 plications from their high Hudspeth paced the Murray
their moonport quarters.
The Army ROTC advanced
Henderson All Star team in
schools.
Grants
cover
the
cost
of
Stars
with
two
home
runs,
one
of
p.m. at the clubhouse, and join in
5:04 a.m.—Breakfast after
camp is devoted to the practical
them a grand slam in the first Henderson Tuesday night to application of leadership prinJames B. Irwin
the welcoming activities for the tuition and supplies.
brief medical checkup.
decide the district championship,
Richard
G.
Jackson,
associate
new members, according to Mrs.
6:28 a.m.—Astronauts leave
and the winner of that game will ciples. Field training emphasizes
Jim Ransom, a member of the professor of art at Murray State,
Pad 39A.
for
advance to the regional tour- the exercise of command and the
is
the
workshop
director.
committee in charge.
a.m.—Astronauts begin Four persona, Injured in ac6:54
launch
making of sound decisions under Mobile
_
Working
with
him
as
instructors
A charge of $1.00 per person
—iirdffig connnand—modifle, cidents; ware
-Tho
the 12-year-old pressure. These lessons reinforce
Ken Brandon,
at °wensbcgli
are Mrs. Vicki Rivers, a 1970
will be made for the "old"
emergency room of the Murrayhatch
closes one hour later.
mission
of
Army
the
essential
James
Mrs.
Washington, D. C.(AHTNC)— son of Mr. and
members, she said, to help graduate of the university with a
12:24 p.m.—Saturn top stage Calloway County Hospital on
ROTC—to provide the national
has
Murray,
4,
Route
Brandon
of
major
in
art,
and
Dennis
Voss,
a
Army Doctor Ronald L.
provide for the cost of the affair.
with young men who have ex- The mobile home of Mr. and rocket refired to hurtle Apollo Saturday and Sunday, according
ICelley,son of Mr. and Mrs. Sam been honored by the Little celoent civilian educations and Mrs. William Self at Coach 15 out of earth orbit toward the to hospital officials.
Among the new members to be graduate assistant in art.
Murray
the
Division
of
League
Emphasis during the sessions Kelley, 100 S. 13th Street,
honored will be:
Murray, was damaged moon.
Eugene Duffy, age fifteen, of
Baseball Association for his who voluntarily qualify them- Estates,
Mr. and Mrs. Overton, Mr. and will be on painting, drawing and Murray, recently was promoted
Saturday at 11:20 p.m. 12:55 p.m.—Command ship 508 South 2nd Street, Murray,
on
fire
by
selves during their student days
Little
contribution
to
outstanding
printmaking.
to Major.
Mrs. Edward Watson, Mr. and
Damaged were the air con- Endeavour separates from the was treated for severe abrasions
for commissions in the Army.
League baseball.
Mrs. A. L.(Kayo) Willis; Mr. and Jackson said the workshops are He is now serving in
floor, and curtains, Saturn, turns around and docks of the face and hands at 10:30
ditioner,
awarded
Brandon was
Mrs. Jim Old; Mr. and Mrs. "designed to allow to art-minded Washington, D. C. ,as a resident Young
smoke damage, ac- with lunar module Falcon in am. Sunday. He was reported
with
along
Cathey SportJames Biggs; Mr. and Mrs. Tom high school student to improve In psychiatry at the Walter Reed the first "Gene
Injured in a bicycle accident.
cording to the ecords of the nose of third stage.
will
be
which
Award",
smanship
his
ability
as
a
creative artist and General Hospital.
Crouch and Mr. and Mrs. Gary
Department who 1:49 p.m.—Endeavour and Dawn Prince, age nineteen,
Fire
Murray
Leaguer
Little
to test the possibilities of art as a His wife, Diana, lives in presented to the
Beshear.
used CO2 to extinguish the Falcon separate for the final Tuscurnbia, Ala., was treated for
demonstrating the highest ideals
Kensington, Md.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Hutson; professional career."
a chest injury on Saturday afflames.
time from the Saturn stage.
of sportsmanship each season. The annual men's match play
firemen 9:30 p.m.—First course cor- ternoon. The injury was due to an
William C. (Bill) Nall In; Mr.
played during Five minutes later the
recognized
for
tournament
will
be
"Ken
was
also
and Mrs. R. L. Hutson; Mr. and
new Fine Arts rection, if needed.
automobile accident.
the month of August at the Oaks were called to the
Mrs. B. D. Nall; Mr. and Mrs.
(Continued on Page Eight)
State College
Murray
Sharon McConnell, age thirat
Building
Tuesday
Club.
Country
Chris Hunter and Mr. and Mrs.
on North 15th Street. The alarm 12:34 a.m.—Astronauts begin teen, 406 South Sixth Street,
Phillip W. Liddle.
Members are urged to sign up had gone off due to a pressure 10-hour sleep period.
Murray, suffered a contusion of
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Hunt; Mr.
at the Oak's Pro Shop or call in leak, but there was no fire.
10:34 a.m.—Rest period ends. the right elbow, fracture of her
and Mrs. David Ellis; Mr. and
their entry. All entries must be in Both calls on Saturday night 4:29 p.m.—Second course elbow, and abrasion of the right
Mrs. Richard Kaykendall; Mr.
elbow in a mini-bike accident.
by noon on Friday, July 30, ac- were called in to the firemen by correction, if required.
and Mrs.0. E. Wilburn; Mr. and Six thefts and attempted and opening a window in the The Medal Play Golf tour- cording to James Washer and the Murray Police Department, 7:20 p.m.—Telecast lasting 45 She was treated at 5:50 p.m.
Mrs. Gene McCutcheon and Dr. breakins were reported to the home. This was reported at 7:35 nament for the women of the Macon Blankenship, tournament
minutes to inspect the moon Sunday.
Murray Police Department and a.m. today to the City Police.
and Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield.
QUOTA CLUB
afternoon
Gary
Calloway County Country Club chairmen.
kinder Falcon. Telecast starts Sunday
Dr. and Mrs. William Emener; the office of Sberiff Clyde Steele Sunday at 9:45 p.m. Dave Deal will open on Tuesday, July 27, at
as Irwin enters Falcon at 7:39 Garrison, age fourteen, 1218
of 103 Campbell Court reported
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Jackson; over the weekend.
The Murray Quota Club will p.m., followed five minutes Dogwood Drive, Murray, was
nine am. at the club, according
James A. McClure and Mr. and Lamar Martin of 502 South 4th the theft of a ICraco tape player to Carol Hibbard, tournament Education Commission
treated for a contusion and sprain
meet at the Triangle Inn on later by Scott.
Street, Murray, said a nineteen from his car parked at the Capri chairman.
Mrs. Larry Contri.
Tuesday, July 27, at 12 noon. 9:34 p.m.—Scott and Irwin of the right knee. He was
the club inch RCA portable color Theatre. Entry to the car was
Chad Stewart,
Members note the change in rejoin Warden in command reported injured in a mini-bike
Mrs. Hibbard said persons not To Meet At University .
prestilentavill preside at the television was stolen from his gained through a vent glass.
accident.
signed up, but wishing to play, A nine-member Study Com- meeting place.
ship.
home. Entry was gained by the The Thorn Body &Kip on North are asked to be at the club at nine mission On Higher Education
dinner.
thief or thieves cutting the screen (Continued on Page Eight)
BAZZELL CEMETERY
a.m. to be paired with others. consisting . of
Kentucky
legislators will meet on the
The annual homecoming will
u'r -aanic'z;w'
campus
of Murray State
be held at the Bazzell Cemetery
University July 28.
with preaching to be held at
Created by the enactment of
eleven a.m. All interested perSenate Bill 117 during the 1970
sons are urged to attend.
session of the General Assembly,
the commission of four senators
and five representatives is
directed to study the system of
Kentucky: Mostly cloudy, not
public higher education in
Kentucky and to make recommuch change in temperatures
mendations for improvement.
today and tonight with a few
Senate members of the
showers and thundershowers
statutory agency are: C. Gibson
ending from West portion by
Downing of Lexington, chairman,
afternoon and over state tonight.
William A. Logan of MadisonTuesday clearing and mild.
ville, Wilson Palmer of CYnHighs today to mid 80s, lows
thiana, and Torn Garrett of
tonight mid to upper 60s. Highs
Paducah
Tuesday upper 70s to low SO&
Representing the House of
Representatives are: William P.
EXTENDED FORECAST
Curlin, Jr., of Frankfort, Wilson
The extended weather outlook,
W. Wyatt, Jr., of Louisville,
Wednesday through Friday,
William H. McCann of Lexington,
shows scattered showers and
Carl A. Nett of Louisville, and
expected
thundershowers
Sherman R. Arnett of Clearfield.
Thursday and Friday. Little
MRS. M.O. WRATHER accepts a sketch of her late husband Marotta 0. Wratber,former executive
The commission is in the
TOURNAMENT WINNERS--Calloway County Country Club president, Chad Stewart, right,
warmer Thursday afid Friday
John
vice-president
of
from
Kautzman,
a
Murray
State
University,
of a series of meetings presented the first and second place, championship flight, trophies to Johnny Quertermous (next to
graduate
at
Process
student
Wednesday
70s
this
the
with highs in
and in the 80a Thursday and summer.The building behind them is Wrather Hall, named for the administrator. Kautzman teaches that will cover the campus of Stewart), winner of the tournament, and Dave Barclay of Mayfield (stead from left) at the coneach state-supported college and clusion of yesterday's Calloway Invitational golf tournament yesterday. At left is Murray State
Friday. Lows in the upper 50s to seventh grade in the Diocese of Owensboro schools.
(Photo by Wilson Woolley) university in Kentucky.
University golf coach, Buddy Hewitt, who finished eighth in the championship flight.
mid-80s through Friday.
Photo by MC.Garrott

New Members Dinner
Planned At Calloway

Apollo 15
Timetable

LL Stars Advance To
Finals In District

Ronald L Kelley
•
I'romoted -To-Major-1"ment

Home Is
amagea, iire

Men's Match Play
At Oaks Planned

Thefts And Break
Ins Are Reported

Medal Play Tourney
Starts On Tuesday

111

The Weather

By AL ROSSITER JR.
UPI Space Writer
CAPE KENNEDY (UP!)—
America launched three astronauts today on mankind's
longest, riskiest, costliest and
most ambitious scientific exploration of the moon and the
mysteries of its creation.
At 9:34 a.m. EDT, a 6million-pound Saturn 5 rocket
lunged reluctantly from Earth
with a plume of orange flame
and a thunderous roar.
A few seconds less than 12
minutes later, at 9:46 a.m., the
spaceship entered a three-hour
orbit of the Earth, a flawless
start to a 12-day venture.
"Looks good up here," they
reported.
'Very Smooth Ride'
"Everything's looking perfect," came the reply from the
ground."Very smooth ride all the
way," said Col. David R. Scott,
39, commander of the mission,
who was on his third trip into
space.
Aboard with Scott were two
other Air Force officers, space
rookies Maj. Alfred M. Worden,
39, and U. Col. James B. Irwin,

Persons Treated
After Accidents
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COLLEGES—Gov. Louie B. Nunn told a Madisonville audience
that higher education in the 1960's was characterized by frantic
physical growth to keep up with an "astounding" rise in the
number of students. He said he hoped the 1970's would revert to a
more orderly quest for academic excellence.

MONDAY—JULY 26, 1971

..M1NES—A grading plan embodying a point system to weed
strip mine operators who fail to adequately restore mining sites
was announced by Reclamation Director Elmore Grim. An
operator with a high point rating can be banned from mining
under certain conditions.

Ten Years Ago Today
TIMES FILE

..REVENUE—State revenue for the fiscal year completed June
30 amounted to $1.24 billion, or some $145 million more than
during the revious 12 months. General Fund receipts were up 8.1
per cent and Agency Funds, including most federal grant money,
were up 35 per cent, while Road Fund receipts were fractionally
under last year's figure.
..LINE—The state consumer commission voted unanimously to
give Kentucky the nation's second statewide consumer "hot line."
The toll-free telephone line will enable citizens who feel they have
legitimate complaints to have instant access to the agency, once
discussion with the responsible company has proved unsatisfactory.

20 Years Ago Today
LIDGEII•TIMES FHA

We according to his promise, look for new heavens and a new
earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness.—II Peter 3:L1.
Countless men and women are working for God. Multitudes are
still needed for the task. You can start at home today.

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Rtl,et Jrr.

This is the Instant Age—instant coffee, instant tea,
instant youth, instant beauty, instant happiness and
instant unconciousness—all of which come from a
bottle, a jar or a puff of smoke.
"What is quickly done is quickly undone."
—Latin Proverb

g

t011
,
1

I DON'T 1.-IkE IT. TI-10(I2 PUTTING UFA PEPAANEA/T131.1115)1N61

Nixon links sharing
with property taxes
would otherwise be required.
Robert M. Finch,a counselor
WASHINGTON (UPI)- to the President,recently spoke
President Nixon hopes to sell of a "(property) taxpayers rehis revenue sharing plan to volt" in assessing revenue sharcongress as the best - perhaps ing as a potential campaign
the only - way to slow the issue in the 1972 presidential
steady increase in property tax election.
rates.
Finch, one of Nixon's top
In recent speeches,the Presi- political strategists, said
dent has virtually ignored the revenue sharing would make a
arguments he used early this potent issue for the Republicans
year on behalf of his plan for if it fails to
pass the Demo$5 billion in no-strings-attached cratic-controlled
Congress. He
aid to states and cities. He made it
plain the GOP would
now concentrates on the im- stress
the property tax aspects
pact the measure would have of the
matter.
on property taxes.
In a recent speech to a conysays passage of
vention of retired people, Nixon
revenue sharing could reduce said:
"Only through revenue
by 30 per cent the increase in
sharing . . . are we going to
property tax collections which stop the
rise in local property
By NORMAN KEMPSTER

APOLLO 15 TOOLS—Technicians Inez Gordon and Bob Alaga ready the 24-z1ootlong combination umbilical and tether line astronaut Al Worden will use on history's first deep space "walk" during return of the Apollo 15. This is at North
American Rockwell, Downey, Calif. And at the Chicago-Latrobe Division of TRW,
Inc., in Chicago, a technician checks out the special titanium core stem for holding
samples of lunar materials churned up from depths of eight feet.

NEW LEASE ON LIFE—Anticipating a longer life
span, Dr. Carl Salamensay
of Wayne, N.J., is recuperating in Beth Israel Medical Center in Newark, N.J.
Living with the aid of a
dialysis machine since his
diseased kidneys were removed a year and a half
ago, Dr. Salamensky was
the recipient of the kidneys
of a co-worker's 10-yearold son who had died
i he Boston Massacre oc•
("weed March 5, 1770.
'• * •
Petersburg. Alaska, often
called "Little 4 Norway,"was
founded by a group of Norin 1807.
* ••
Nlercury was the mythical
tticssenger of the gods.

taxes which is eating into the
budget of every retired person
who owns his own home.
"It is significant to note
that of people over 65, over 70
per cent own their own homes
or their own apartments.
"I had a letter from a woman
on Long Island, not yet retired.
She,however, had the problem,
and she pointed it out very
interestingly.
"She said she bought her
house five years ago. At that
time the monthly mortgage
payment was $D)0 a month,
which.was more than she could
afford, but it was $100 a
month. She said in the past
five years the mortgage _pay
ments have gone up to S150
a month because of the rise in
the property taxes.
"'If they go up again , lam
going to have to sell my house
because I can't afford to live in
it any longer.'"
Realtors agree
Nixon's new revenue sharing strategy echoes the plea of
Bill N. Brown, President of the
National Association of Real
Estate Boards.
Brown said the realtors support revenue sharing because
of its possible effect on property taxes.
"The real estate tax is regressive, falling moat heavily
on those least able to pay," he
said.
When Nixon first proposed
his revenue sharing plan, he
concentrated arguments on the
need of states and cities for
more money to meet growing
deinands for services.
Some critics of the Presiden'ts proposal have argued
that it should be rewritten to
prevent states, cities or counties from using the federal
money to cut taxes rather than
adding services.
The President, in his recent
4pecc,hes, appears to have rejected the arguments of those
critics. If a community feels
that what it needs most is a
lower property tax rate, the
President,.indicating,then the
ommunity should be able to
use altered revenue for that
ouroose•

BY DAVID W.BROrN
FRANKFORT: To insure
that Kentucky horses don't
contact the deadly South
American sleeping sickness, an embargo has been
placed on horses entering
the Commonwealth from
five other states.
State Agriculture Commissioner J. Robert Miller
n nou need the eMbargo,
Tuesday after a federal
quarantine was put into•effeet for the disuse—Venezuelan Equine Encephala
meylitis (VEEi.
The five states are Texas. Arkansas, • Oklahoma,
New Mexico and Louisiana.

Texas was quarantined July
13, the others July 19.
THE ILLNESS was first
detected in central and —
northern Mexico last week
and quickly spread across
the Rio Grande to southern
Texas.
Health authorities so far
have estimated that close
to 1000 persons have been
affected by the epidemic,
although no one has yet
died.
In Dallas. federal Agri
culture Dept. officials said
900 horses have died so far
and more than 1000 others
are seriously ill.

Officials in Texas were
hoping to have vaccinated
the remainder of the horse
population by today.
SO FAR NO eases of
VEE have he
diagnosed
in the Bluegrass state thus
Ear. Miller sant
Meantime. there was evidence at heeneland race
track the last two days that
Kentucky hieses‘were never healthier.
Horsemen ended their
bargaining in Lexington
last night to some of the
state's most tieautiful thor•
nnu
itg
islh
It erxeltl
%4:arlings—and
)ensi‘

Se‘VII of

11,h

one•yeal

Quer
Callo

SHE SAID she has not
told her children. The
McDonells have a 3-yearold son, and a fivemonth, old daughter.
41101111011111111,es

YORTY FOR PRESIDENT?
LOS ANGELES (UPI)—Los
Angeles Mayor Sam Yorty, who
says he is still trying to make
s up his mind whether to run for
President, will allow his name
to be put on the ballot in the
Democratic presidential primary in Wisconsin next April.
The announcement was made
Friday by the Yorty For
President Committee.
Yorty said he okayed the
placing of his name on the
ballot, in response to an inquiry
from Wisconsin Democratic
leaders, but that the action
does not mean he is announcement he will be a candidate for
the nomination.

ALL IN THE FAMILY
MARSH BALDON, England
(UPI)—Clutrles Wood got married Friday—by his daughter.
Wood was a widower and
daughter Margaret, 28, is a
deputy county registrar who
holds about 25 ceremonies a
year.
"We Wanted to keep the
LASER AND MOON BEAMS — Apollo 15 will rocket marriage in the family," said
toward the Moon July 26 with a laser system aboard to Margaret
map the lunar surface in infinite detail. Engineer Robert C. Guyer (top) checks out the system in RCA's
laboratory in Burlington, Mass. Drawing illustrates how
the laser will bounce beams of light off the Moon's surface, constantly measuring the command module's altitude and providing data on mountains and craters.
The Almanac
CLEVEDON, England (UPI) By United Press International
—After weeks of debate, the Today is Monday, July 26, the
town councilors have devised a 207th day of 1971.
way out of their chambers in The moon is between its new
case of fire.
stage and first quarter.
It'll be by means of a stout The morning stars are Venus,
rope, attached to the chair- Mars and Saturn.
man's seat and leading through The evening stars are Mercuthe window to the ground 30 ry and Jupiter.
feet below.
Those born on this day are
"There is no fire escape," under the sign of Leo.
said Councillor Herbert Sho- Irish playwright George Berpland, "and we were worried. nard Shaw was born July 26,
It will be survival of the fittest 1856.
with the rope, of course, but On this day in history:
it's only temporary.
In 1847 Liberia, the only
We're having a conventional sovereign Negro democracy in
escape built soon."
Africa, was declared a republic.
Jp0941 Gen. Douglas MacFATAL SWEET TOOTH
Areal- was named commander
DEWSBURY, England (UPI) of ttie United States forces in
—Police told a Magistrate's the Philippines.
Court Friday that Gordon In 1945 unknown to most
Marsden's downfall was a piece people in the world, the USS
of whipped cream walnut Indianapolis ,as headed for
candy.
Saipan with an bombs to be
They said Marsden broke into dropped on Hiroshima and
a Dewsbury factory and while Nagasaki in Japan.
looking for money took a bite In 1967 four days of racial
from the candy. But he left a rioting in Detroit ended with 39
temporary plastic tooth in the dead.
cream and deteitives used it to
trace him through a dentist.
A thought for today: George
Bernard Shaw said, "The test
of a man or woman's feelings is
how they behave in a quarrel."

Bar horses in epidemic fight
Meaner Peet Prager. Dram

CALL()WAY INVITA
yesterday afternoon to
birdie attempt. Querter

"THEY JUST said he
was shot in action and
couldn't possibly have
survived."
The Army told Mrs.
McDonell a week ago her
husband, S.Sgt. R. D.
McDonell, 28. had been
ruled dead by a board of
officers.
"I can't believe he's
dead because if he had
been killed right there,
his body would have
been there," said Mrs.
McDonell.

..LINCOLN—Governor Nunn signed a lease turning the old
Lincoln Institute, now the Whitney M. Young Jr. Residential
Manpower Center,over to the Louisville School Board. The action
enables the school to reopen its doors by early fall to some 200
boys, ages 16-21, for social and vocational training.

Keith Hays of the Calloway County High School FFA showed the
Junior Grand champion Jersey at the Purchase-Parrish Show and
Animal picnic held at Murray State College.
The City of Murray is being saluted by WSM-TV all day today. A
special film on Murray and surrounding area will be shown on the
"Noon" show.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Cohoon are the parents of a baby boy born
last week at the Murray Hospital.
Mrs. Walter Blakely was honored with a dinner in celebration of
her 79th birthday on July 23 at the City Park.

Bible Thoughtfor Today

SWEETWATER, Tt?X.
(UPI): Glenna McDonell,
26, says she does not
believe her husband is
dead and will not hold a
memorial service for
him until the government proves he was
killed in Vietnam.
"They haven't found a
body, no dog tags, no
personal effects—nothing," the 26-year-old
West Texas housewife
says, fighting back tears.

MONEY—Kentucky's economic outlook is "very favorable" for
the coming decade, according to Charles Haywood, chairman of
the Governor's Council on Economic Advisers. The economist
said 270,000 new jobs were created in the past 10 years, and he
forsees a somewhat higher rate of growth in the 70's.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the Integrity of its Newspaper

Pfc. Billy G. Thurmond,son of Mr. and Mrs. James Thurmond
:of Murray Route Two,recently joined the Seventh Division's 49th
:Meld Artillery Battalion in Korea.
!. Mrs. Katie Simmons is pictured accepting congratulations of
:Larry Kerley, owner of the Larry Kerley Company, on her win'Ong the Rhor Washing machine at the opening of the concern
tiecently.
The Ryan Milk Company held a fish fry at Kentucky Lake State
zsPark with about two hundred persons present.
' Mr. and Mrs. Garland Henson of Murray announce the approaching marriage of their daughter, Bonnie Lou, to Vester A.
.Orr,Jr.,son of Mr.and Mrs. Vester A. Orr,Sr., of Murray.

GI not dead,
his wife-says

By Gary G. Ruddiest=

of our readers.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: WALLACE WITMER CO, 1509
Madison Ave , Memphis, Tenn.; Time II Life Bldg., New York, N.Y..
Stephenson Bldg., Detroit, Mich.
Entered daily at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission
as Second Class Matter
Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, 5.35 per week, S1.52 per
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miles from Murray, $1111.00.
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olds had sold for more than
$100,000 apiece yesterday
AND HIGHEST price
paid was $220,000 for a colt
sired by Raise a Native out
of Gold Digger.
The bidding for that
horse was a spirited match
between Frank McMahon,
Canadian industrialist, and
A. K. Sevin, of Bloomfield,
Conn.,a stables owner.
Sevin bid the highest.
The colt was raised on
Spendthrift farm in the
heart of Bluegrass country.
A total of 161 yearlings
was sold as of Tuesday afternoon for $5.5 million, an
average of $42,500.
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birdies.
A bogey on the 320-yan
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Murrayan, regained h
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going on to overtaki
Mitchell and Barclay
sub-par final nine.
Barkley, a perennial c
in West Kentucky tour
and a long-time favorit
local "circuit," finis
stroke back of Querter
145 for the runner-up
Barclay fired an even ;
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Desert nomads in Morocco
still buy brides and pay taxes
with camels.
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The bayonet was named for
the French city of Bayonne
where it was made, says
National Geographic.
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Firing a two-under-pi
the final nine holes,
Quertermous, Murray
from three strokes behin
the 12th annual Callowa)
Country Club Invitatim
yesterday with an even
for the 36-hole event.
At the end of 27 hole
termous, who only a w
,bad won the club's arum
-,play tournament, trade
Billy Mitchell of Print
three strokes and veter
Barclay, Mayfield, by ti
He then posted thr
secutive pars before
successive birdies on the
dogleg 13th and the 500-3
and parsing out for his
second day 71 total, on
par.
Quertermous, a 20junior member of the
State University goll
started play yesterda
strokes back of Fultoi
McDade,the first day lea
a two-under-par 70.
At the end of six holes
two strokes under par
dies on the 155-yard 2nd
the 345-yard uphill doE
Three holes later dinette
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American Legion District Tournament
Ty Holland Stadium - Murray, Ky.
July 27, 28, 29, 30, 1971
Ben
Game 1
July 27, 5 pin.
Ma ield

Game 4
July 28, 7:30 p.m.

Paducah
- •
CALLOWAY ThlViTATIONAL—A full gallery was on hand at the 18th greed ad-ftbider, Max McDade of Fulton. Quertertnous is the sou of Dr. and Mrs.
yesterday afternoon to watch tournament winner, Johnny Quertermous, make tills JlalinQuertermous of Murray and is a member of the Murray State University golf
birdie attempt. Quertermous won the tournament with a 144, one stroke better than team.
Photo by Edgar Trottel

Quertermous Wins
Calloway Tourney

Palmer Wins
World's Richest

Game 6

Game 2
July 27, 7:30 p.m.
Murray

Loser 1

July 30, 5 p.m.
(Note: If winner of game 6 is
from lower bracket, game 7 will
be necessary and will be played
20 minutes after game 6.)

DISTRICT CHAMPIONS
(or Game 7)

Game 3
July 72, 5 p.m.

Game 5
Loser 2
another week off.
By FRED MCMANE
July 29, 7:30 p.m.
"I think my play in this
UPI Sports Writer
when
I
that
proved
(UPI)—tournament
HARRISON, N.Y.
Loser 4
Arnold Palmer feels there is get enough rest I can play as
Firing a two-under-par 34 on the long back nine with one birdie
still a lot of good golf left in well as I ever have," Palmer
With 181.
the final nine holes, Johnny and one bogey to go with seven
him, and he has $50,000 to added.
Kern Albirtton, Mayfield was
"I've always said as long as I
prove it.
Quertermous, Murray, came pars.
the winner of the unflighted
The 41-year-old Palmer, feel I can win I'll keep playing.
from three strokes behind to win Mitchell, winner of the Junior
"outlaw" division with 161,
I feel I can't I'll stop."
the 12th annual Calloway County Black Patch tournament at
whom many critics had written
followed by Bobby Cronin with
Country Club Invitational here Princeton Thursday and Friday,
off as "washed up" earlier this Palmer, whose famed char163 and Terry Sloan with 165.
yesterday with an even par 144 saw his chances disappear into
year, proved Sunday he is far es have always thrilled the
Both are from Paducah.
for one
for the 36-hole event.
the weeds to the left of the 14th The junior golfers' trophy was from being over the hill as he galleries, reached back
won the $250,000 Westchester in Sunday's final round and
At the end of 27 holes, Quer- fairway as his tee shot sailed out
won by Brad Fable, MadisonClassic in the bold manner that found he still had it when it
termous, who only a week ago of bounds resulting in a bogey six
ville, with 148, followed by
has characterized his illustrious counted. Palmer began the day
,had won the club's annual medal on the 500-yard hole.
Jimmy
Riddle, also
of career.
three strokes ahead of the 30:play tournament, trailed young He then bogeyed the 15th and
Madisonville, with 158.
Palmer, who led from start year-old Gilbert and had lost a
Billy Mitchell of Princeton by 17th, finishing with a three-overDespite leadened skies and
three strokes and veteran Dave par 79 and a 147 total, which left
to finish in the world's richest stroke at the end of nine holes
intermittent rains both days, the
his surge.
Barclay, Mayfield, by two.
him in a fourth place tie with Dow tournament attracted a record tournament, posted a final before he started
round score of 68 and withstood Gilbert and Irwin -were
He then posted three con- Ryan, Murray.
field of 183 golfers with more than
the challenge of youngsters playing in the twosome ahead
secutive pars before bagging- In third place was Vernon
$2,000 in silver and merchandise
Gibby Gilbert and Hale Irwin to of Palmer and when Irwin
successive birdies on the 375-yard Marcoullier, Oxon Hill, Md., and
prizes being distributed among
win by five strokes. Palmer's birdied the 10th and 12th holes
dogleg 13th and the 500-yard 14th a teammate of Quertermous on
the winners in the six flights.
score for the 72-hole tour- to move into contention Palmer
and parring out for his 34 and a the Murray State golf team, with
A large gallery followed the
nament was a record 18-under responded by also dropping
second day 71 total, one under a two-over-par 146.
leaders both days over the rainPalmer
Par.
McDade, the first day leader, soaked, 6,270-yard Calloway par 270 and a check for $50,000 birdies at both holes.
was the largest first prize he then birdied the 13th to go four
Quertermous, a 20-year-old started strong Sunday, playing
-_,ourse. Playing with the winner,
OLIVER TO PITCH—Randy Oliver, who has 122 strikeouts in 61 innings, Is slated to pitch against
has ever received. He also got strokes ahead of the pack then
junior member of the Murray the first three holes one under
uertermous, was young Mitcould
what
Tuesday night in the second game of the American Legion District Tournament. Murray
from
Paducah
from
President
himself
saved
a phone call
State University golf team, par, but soared out of contention
:hell, Mike Holton of Murray,
have been a disastrous double players are, front row left to right: Terry Yarbrough, Brown Crouch, Charlie Gibbs, Mitch Ward,
Nixon as a bonus.
started play yesterday three with a double bogey at the 4th Ind Jon
Nichols.
"I probably played as good as bogey on No. 14 by canning a Johnny Williams, second row, Ronald Crouch, manager, Barry Stokes, Steve Carraway, Randy
strokes back of Fulton's Max which led to successive 40's for a
The golfers and their scores
Oliver, David Hughws„ Danny Osborn, Johnny Rayburn, Cary Miller, Coach. Charlie Robinson was
have," said Palmer, who 12-foot downhill putt.
I
ever
McDade,the first day leader with day's total of 80 and a 36-hole follow:
probably the absent when the picture was made. The first game, between Benton and Mayfield is at 5:00 Tuesday
was
won
a
major
tourney
had
not
-That
a two-under-par 70.
of
150.
score
Championship Flight
Stadium.The Murray game will be at 7:30.
At the end of six holes, he was Joe Jaggers, formerly of Johnny Quertermous
73-71-144 on the tour since last February. biggest thing that happened to at Ty Holland
on
-footer
stayed
12
that
72-73--145
game
together
all
dropping
Barclay
"My
me,
Dave
two strokes under par with bir- Bardstown but now of Cadiz,
Marcoullier
72-74--146 week. My putting, which had No. 14," said Pahner. "If I had
dies on the 155-yard 2nd hole and where he will coach football at Vernon
73-74--147
Billy Mitchell, Jr.
73-74--147 been failing me, didn't fail me taken a double bogey on that
the 345-yard uphill dogleg 4th. Trigg County High School and the Dow Ryan
74-74--148 all week. There is no question hole my lead would have been
the third for
Three holes later disaster almost defending champion, started Billy Hale
The Murray American Legion of the twin bill 4-1. David Hughes him home in
73-75--148
Brad Fable
Murray's only run. Mike Eades
struck.
split a double-header with was the pitcher for Murray.
76-73--149 that it was the best putting I've only two shots."
Sunday's round only one stroke Buddy Hewitt
Gilbert faded out of conten- Greenville Saturday at Green- Greenville scored twice on five hit a homer for Greenville in the
7473/-i-149 done in four or five years. And
His tee shot on the 165-yard 7th back of McDade at 71, but hit a Jim Kioski
John Heuser
much
baiter
Um by bogeying the 15th and
I
drive
couldn't
wait= tia the wand inning. Yar- fifth.!ditch Ward had two hits for
hole hit the banked side of the triple bogey at the 9th for 40 and George
Sullivan
7 --15°
4
7 4
16th holes and Irwin also
green and kicked left into a then posted a 39 on the back side Max McDade
Murray took the first game 4-0, brough singled and Ward doubled Murray
70-80--150 than I did this week."
71-79-150
Joe Jaggers
The key to Palmer's success dropped out of the picture when on the pitching of Randy Oliver.
ravine, resulting in an un- for 79 and a 150 total.
75-76--151
Brown
two-week rest that he Palmer sank a birdie at No. 17. Terry Yarbrough and Barry
playable lie and a penalty stroke. Scott Nall, Sr., Mayfield, was Dick
75-76--151 was a
John Livingston
prior to the Classic. Gilbert and Irwin finished in a Stokes each had two hits for
75-76--151 took
Pitching back to the green, he the first flight winner with 151, Roy Cothran
79-73--152 Palmer had not played competi- tie for second at 13-under par
Luther
Alien two-putted for the double four strokes in front of Bobby Martin
Murray. Stokes and Mitch Ward
72-80--152
Jon Nichols
bogey, wiping out his two earlier Fike of the Oaks Country Club, Mike Holton
76-78--154 tively since the Canadian Open 275.
had hits for Murray's first run.
tour76-78--154 early this month, and he
The surprise of the
Boisture
birdies.
Yarbrough doubled and Charlie
Murray, with 155. Ray Wurth, Roy
Johnny Campbell
79-76-155 realized early in the tour- nament turned out to be 59A bogey on the 320-yard 8th hole Paducah, was the third place Hal Brown
Gibbs singled after a walk to
10-75--155
Sam Snead, who produce two more runs in the
78-78--156 Bement that periodic rests were year-old
followed
i
before the young winner at 157, while Kayo Willis, Tommy Whittemore
75-81-156 going to be necessar in his posted four sub-par rounds over
Dennis Clymer
urrayan, regained his poise Murray and Mike Gossum, Ike
100 No. 15th Street
fourth. Stokes singled home the
77-80--157
Arnold
the 6,700-yard, par 72 Westches- final run in the sixth after Johnny
, th a par on the 410-yard 9th and Fulton, tied for 4th with 159.
77-80--157 remaining years on the tour.
Don Frizzel I
79-78--157
Robert Franklin
"I realize I'm not going to be ter country club course to Rayburn's double and a single by
ing on to overtake young
Wilburn Sirls, Benton in- Jimmy Riddle
1W79--158
often and still finish in a tie for fourth with Yarbrough.
Mitchell and Barclay with his surance agent, was the second Dwain
79-7,--158 able to play as
Lowry, Jr.
more," said Frank Beard. Snead, who is Greenville took the second half
any
real
good
77-02--159
)lay
!sub-par final nine.
Nichols
Fred
flight winner with 155, three
80-79--159 Palmer. "I got enthusiastic more than twice the age of
Barkley, a perennial contender strokes ahead of M. C. Garrott, David Buckingham
00-20-160
Al Giordano
In West Kentucky tournaments, Murray, with 156.
80-81--161 about playing here and the many of the youngsters on the
Bill Dietrich
78-85--163 adrenalin was really flowing tour, said he would keep
and a long-time favorite on the Tied for third at 159 were John Bill Emener
82-85.--167
Hogan
always played playing as long as he could
local "circuit," finished one Paulk, Murray, and Jack Mike
02-09--171 today. I have
Buddy Spann
stroke back of Quertermous at Bradley, Paducah, while Bud Tommy Thomas
85-90--175 according to my impulses, but bend over to tee-up the ball.
145 for the runner-up laurels. Quehl, Princeton, was 5th at 160.
I'm going to have to pla> a "Maybe they are saying a xsoctc-OC-=-c-O-Z.C2.0C,e
1st Flight
,Barclay fired an even par 36 on
week, take some tune oft and guy my age should be home By United Press International
Jim Lindblad, Paducah, was
American League
77-74-151 just not play as much
Scott Nall, Sr
mowing the lawn and raking
the third flight winner with 165, Bobby Fike
80-75-155
East
Palmer said he planned to the yard, but I love the game
followed by B. J. Farless, Ray Wurth
81.76-157
W. L. Pct. gb
,
next
play
in
Pa
and
to
Ligonier,
I
like
79-80-159
Mike
Gossum
at
play
Princeton, and Johnny McCage,
82-77-159 week with Jack Nicklaus as a tour aments," said Snead. "I Baltimore
60 38 612
Kayo Willis
Murray, tied at 166. Sam Bill Farris
79-81-160
1
2
57 40 588 2/
Boston
as
I
team
long
PGA
as
playing
in
the
won't
stop
partner
OPEN: 8-6 Weekdays
82-78--160
Spiceland, Murray, and Leon Pete Coburn
81-00--161 championships and would also can tee up. I know I can't hit
Musgove
Lauck, were deadlocked for Jimmy
82-80-162
8-5 Saturdays
Graves Morris
9
/
1
2
.515
48
51
week in the the ball as long as I did when I Detroit
TO fourth at 169.
81-82--163 play the following
Carl McGeehee
51 51 .500 11
York
New
Classic
putt
at
don't
I
was
and
81-82-163i
Golf
younger.
American
Jimmy
Brown
Haron West, Murray, took the J.
82-81-163 Akron, Ohio, before taking as well."
P. Parker
41 59 4.10 20
Cleveland
North Tenth & Main
4th flight laurels with 168, one Jack Weitlauf
84-81-165
40 58 4.08 20
Washington
81-84-165
Al
Lindsey
of
79-158
Keith Hinton,
stroke ahead
M. C. Garrott
89-89--178
Dick Orr
West
82-83--165 Jack Bradley
Pal Howard
Immediately North
80-79-159
88-91-179
Woodrow Holland
also of Murray. Myrvin Mohler, Jack Keiler
80-85--165 John Paulk
76-83--159 Buck Hurley
W. L. Pct. GB
92-87-179
83-82-165 Bud Quehl
Benton bank president, was third Ray Edwards
81-79-160 Charles Holeman
91-89--180 Oakland
63 35 .643
of Memorial Baptist
85-80-165 Ray Miller
78-85--163 Burl Flatts
at 171, followed by Charles Ronnie Ladd
90.91-181
81-85-166 Bob Swisher
1
2
John Walker
52 45 .536 10/
City
8282-164 Joe Emerson
Kansas
90.92--182
83-83--166 Sam Livingston
Harrelson
Chwch on Tenth Street Jackson, also of Benton,-with 180 Don
163-82--165 Johnny Ham m
.476
16
/
1
2
88-94--182 California
54
49
83-84-167 Joe Rexroat
and Richard Knight, Murray, Jere Stripling
83-82-163 John T Cook
91.91-182
1
2
45 54 .455 18/
81-86-167 John Box
Jiggs Lassiter
84-82-166 John Kohimeyer
94-89--183 Chicago
83-85--168 Lawrence Philpot
Joe David Duke
8383-166 Buel Stalls
44 54 .449 19
89-94--183 Minnesota
85-83-168
Bob Florence
85-81-166 Bill Seale
Jim Frank
87-96--183 Milwaukee
1
2
40 57 .412 22/
a MIMI,
83-87-170
Jim Rieke
82-85--167

merican Legion Splits Double-Header

Campus Casual's
July Clearance

COME EARLY FOR THE SALE!!

r

Standings

1 2 price
/

and Under

SHOP FALL, TOO!
Beautiful Colors and Styles
Plenty of Parking in Rear

WHITE WAY
BARBER SHOP
HAS MOVED
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Air Condition
NOW
During our Super Special
on
Fedders Air-Conditioners

#
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Room Air-Conditioners
as low as
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO STORE
Chestnut Street
lf(
it
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753-2571 ISO

s'AMWAWAWM1i
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John C. Lovett
Gene Willis
Luke Quertermous
Bill Hopson
Ronnie Powell
Bob Cresson
Ralph McCuiston
Ted Bill ington
Charles Coleman
Trice Hughes
Rude, Parks
Rumsey Taylor
Steve Story
2nd Fliged
Wilburn Sins

84-85-169
87-82-169
84-86--170
87-84-171
83-887-171
89-82--171
90-82-172
84-88-172
86-88-174
8844-177
93-85-178
86-93-179
93-96--189

Pat Gossum
Billy Mitchell, Sr
Ronnie Danner
Bill Thurman
Charlie Loyd
John White
Herb Hurley
Bob Hibbard

Wait ceiusta

Jim Render
Merle Fowler
Don Robinson
Joe Warren
Chad Stewart
Lenny Jezik
C. T. Winslow
Bill Crawford
77-78--155 unt Smock
ry Austin
Adkins
erry Morris
Gene Gordon
John Querter moos
Terry Powell
Bill Carson
Clyde Fletcher
Sid Fulton
James W Ellison, Jr
Lee Harralson
Buddy Farris

MURRAY
MUFFLER
SERVICE
Now Offers

AIR
CONDITIONING
SERVICE
Phone 753-8119

84 83--167
80-89--169
80-89--169
85-85--170
87-83---170
88-83--171
85 86--171
80-91-171
83-88---171
86-86--i72
89-83--172
86.86--172
86-86--172
81-91-172
90.84--174
87-87-171
96.78--174
84-91--175
84-91-175
91-85--176
93-84--177
87-90--177
85-93--171
91-89--180
93.87-180
89-92--181
95-88--1.3
9493-187
94-96--190

3rd Flight
Jim Lindblad
B. J Farless
Johnny Mc Cage
Sam Spiceland
Leon Lauck
Bill Cronin
Jim Converse
Allan Smith. Sr.
Walter Powell
Jimmy Franklin
Bob Day
Charles Metzger
Jerry Atkins
• is „
's Phil Hayden

79 86--165
81 85--166
84-82-166
85-81-169
92 77-169
87 83-170
85 85--170
83 8$--171
88 84-172
90 85--175
8987-176
9087-177
8988-171
89 89-ill

Jerry Jones
Jack Shell
Gayle McGregor
Benny Mashburn
Dub Polly
Frank James
Ted Lawson
Jim Parks
Bob Hogan
J. I) Jones

90-94--184
89-95--184
92-93--185
87-98--185
93-92-185
91.95--186
93-93--186
90-99--189
92-97-189
94 100--194

4th Flight
-Iaron West
Keith Hinton
Myryin Mohler
Charles Jackson
Richard Knight
Vernon Cohoon
Jim Stagg
Troy Wilhelm
Byrd Cain
Bobby Thar pe
Gary Baker
Donnie Mitchell
William Rogers
Bill Wallace
Marlin Robertson

89-79-168
114-85--169
86.55-171
9288-180
93-88-181
91-92-183
91 93-184
94-93-187
9896-194
97 98--195
97 101-198
9999-199
108100-208
103 105-208
103 107 -210

Unflighted
Kern Albritton
Bobby Cronin
Terry Sloan
Al Mcciain
John Nichols
Steve Duper r ea u
Allan Smith, Jr
Bob Hulse
Dan Parker
Joey Morris
Leroy Hayden
Bob Trams
Pete Grimes
W E Powers
Steve Wed+

84 77-161
85 78-163
85 80--165
83 88-171
86 86-172
8491-115
95 85-180
9290-182
8994- 183
9492-186
93 95--188
9596-191
94-98-192
96100-196
94 102-196

National League
East
W. L Pct. Glt
Pittsburgh
65 36 .644
Chicago
53 46 .535 11
54 47 .535 11
St. Louis
51 46 .526 12
New York
Philadelphia
44 57 .436 21
Montreal
40 61 .396 25
West
W. L. Pct, GB
San Francisco 62 41 602
1
2
Los Angesles 53 49 520 8/
52 42 .505 10
Atlanta
49 50 .495 11
Houston
/
2
48 56 4.66 141
Cincinnati
36 67 .350 26
San Diego
PACE WINS RACE
IMOLA, Italy (UP!) —Carlos
Pace of Brazil won the Imola
Formula Two auto race in a
March 712 Sunday after mechaqnicl trouble knocked out three
early leaders. Pace was timed
for the two heats over 174 miles
in one hour, 30 minutes, 57.6
seconds, or 114.788 m.p.h.
Pace finished fourth in the
first hut and won the second
heat to beat Giovanni Salvata
of Italy in anothrr March 712 in
the overall standings.

WHY
IS OUR DEAL
BETTER
THAN THEIR
DEAL?

IT STARTS WITH
THE RIGHT CAR,
CHRYSLER ROYAL.

It's our newest
and lowest,priced
Aiimikm••••••••09
.4
.
4.
PrYjkle
Chrysler. And it couldn't
be more right, because now it's
clearance priced, to make it even easier
CIDAA
for you to move up to full-size luxury

at The RightPlace
MOTORS
TAYLOR
Murray, Ky.
Street
405 Poplar

•
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Miss Debbie Wilkerson Becomes Bride Of
Steve Burkeen In Double Ring Ceremony
At The Calvary Baptist Church

Monday, July 28
The Woman's Missionary
Union of the Blood River Baptist
Association will hold its quarterly
meeting at the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church at ten am. Each
me is to bring a sack lunch with
the host church hirnishing the
drinks.

Friday, July 31
The Calloway County Youth for
Christ will have a retreat at
Creek
Baptist
Jonathan
Assembly for all young people
starting at 2:30 p.m. Friday and
dosing with the noon meal on
Saturday, July 31. For reservations at one dollar each call
Kathy Rogers 753-4849, Darrell
Gibson 753-7290, or Rev. Jerrell
Tuesday, July 27
The Omicron Alpha Chapter of White 7534750.
the Tau Phi Lambda sorority will
meet at the home of Mrs. Helen
&daily, July n
Spann at seven p.m.
The ansaal meeting of the
Bazzell Cemetery will be held at
11:30 a.m. Mail funds to
Haneline's Grocery, Coldwater,
or Mrs. Cletie Black, Murray
Route One.
Wednesday, July 28
The ladies day luncheon will be
served at the Oaks Country Club
at 12:15 p.m. Members make
reservations by Monday with
Bobbie Buchanan or Sue Outland.
Other hostesses are Jeannie
Crittendent, John Turner, Jean
Sieben, Nell Cochran, Myrtle
Mae Grogan, Betty Gore,

Ham glaze
If you plan on glazing a
cured ham you should do it
about a half hour before
the end of the cooking period. Remove the rind before
glazing.

DEAR ABBY: That mother of six—at age 22, who asked
your help in persuading her husband to undergo a vasectomy
so she wouldn't get pregnant again—shows selfish
inconsideration for him.
True, a vasectomy is a simple, safe, 15-minute operation
that has no damaging physical effects on a man, and doesn't
reduce his potency as a lover. In fact, I think it increases his
desire. I know because I had one 90 years ago. (My wife had
. had several miscarriages and her doctor told her another
t„,0), might be tatal.1
Five years later my wife died of pneumon..I mourned
her passing and didn't look at another woman for a year.
Then, I met Marie, a lovely young lady about my wife's age
and we fell deeply in love. I proposed and she accepted. It
was to be her first marriage. I then told Marie that I could
only be her lover, but couldn't give her children. She was
shocked speechless. I waited hopefully for five minutes. then
left I never saw her again. From then on. I shunned the
company of marriageable women. I didn't want the
heartbreak of loving and losing again. I know you won't print
this, but I want to point out the drawback of such an
operation.
SORRY
DEAR SORRY: Year point is a valid one. but I think you
and Marie were foolish to have parted forever for that
reason. [You could have adopted children.) And as for your
subsequent/7 shunning all marriageable women, that, too.
was foolish. Not an women would reject a man because be
couldn't father children. Some women would consider It an
asset_
DEAR ABBY: Your letter from the woman who has six
children and is only 22 years old and is trying to convince her
husband to have a vasectomy interested me. Maybe I can
help her convince the jerk.
After becoming the proud father of a son and daughter I
decided back in 193$ that I had all I could handle to properly
raise and educate them, and on the advice of my physician I
had a vasectomy performed in Atlanta. Believe it or not, it
required fire minutes, during my Itmcb hour, and cost $50.
That little bit of surgery has given my wife and me a
million dollars' worth of happiness. Please tell that stubborn
man his marital relations will be much improved without the
worry of pregnancy.
Today I am reaching 65, and I am a better man than I
was in 1935.
KAY REV
DEAR KAY BEE: My mall is miming lee te I In favor at
the vasectomy. But in all fairness, there Is mother side at
the coin and here it is:
DEAR ABBY: The letter from the young mother of six
whose husband changed his mind about having a vasectomy
interested me. Having had some experience along that line,
may I say a few words?
My husband had a vasectomy in 1959. I didn't talk him
Into it either. It was his own idea, but be kept changing his
mind about it, putting it off, then rescheduling the operation
several times. I should have told him at that time to forget
It, but I didn't know better.
He finally had it, and for several years all was well Then
be suddenly got the idea it had done something to his
manhood. It didn't really, but he resented the idea that he
couldn't father children.[We had four!)
He has harbored resentment all these years, and deep
down be blames me.
In a nutshell, Abby, if a man feels vasectomy will make
him less a man, he should not have it. It's only psychological, but for some, that's enough.
ONE WHO KNOWS
DEAR ABBY: I think all men who have had vasectomies should form a club (they could call it the "V" CLUB—
for VASECTOMY] and carry a membership card signed by
..their doctor. That way a girl wouldn't have to worry about
pregnancy.
"V" FOR VICKI

centered with a gorgeous
arrangement of daisies and
greenery flanked by pink candles.
Crystal appointments were
used to serve the punch and the
three tiered wedding cake.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to Bowling
Green with the bride wearing a
knit pant suit and the corsage of
carnations from her bridal
bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Burkeen are now
residing in their trailer home on
the Coldwater Road. The bride
attended Calloway County High
School. The groom is a 1971
graduate of Murray High School
and is now employed by the
Bailey Cleaning Service.

Travel topic
NEWBORN BABY

'Mother love' is vital
to child's development
By JOANNE REISER
Copley News Service

drop in; relatives visit.
Dr. Griffin is explicit. He
says: "You and your time with
the baby come first. Hang a
.sign on your door: 'I'm busy
now — feeding Sue Ellen!'
1You're not being rude.) The
attention you give other people
can wait. The baby can't. She
needs your complete attention,
right now.
"Furthermore, I hope you've
begged, borrowed or commandeered a good-sized
rocking chair. While feeding
the baby, you can sit down and
put your feet up. Take the time
with Sue Ellen that you both
deserve.
•11 you don't breast feed,
approximate the elements that
are present in breast feeding.
You might want to lie down on
your bed and snuggle the baby
up to you while you're feeding
her.
"If you're nagged by uncompleted household chores,
take one you really don't want
to do and dump it. Don't mop
the floor and figure that's what
you can quit."
As further proof of the
significance of affection, there

Many new parents, viewing
their utterly dependent infant
through the hospital nursery
window, wonder secretly if
they'll be able to assume the
parental role with ease.
There,on the other side of the
window is their offspring, tiny
and wrinkled. His wobbly head
may be temporarily lopsided,
his eyelids puffy, his nose
button-size and his chin
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Jones of 520 receding.
A bright light makes him
Broad Street, announce the birth
blink; coughing and sneezing
of a baby girl, Valerie Janesse,
his respiratory tract.
weighing eight pounds four clear
draws in oxygen.
Yawning
ounces, born on Wednesday, July
In feeding, the infant shows
21, at 6:47 p.m. at the Murraythe "rooting" reflex, which
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter, causes his head to turn toward
1
2. The anything that touches his
Johnna Michelle, age 3/
father is librarian for the Almo cheek, and the sucking reflex,
his lips are
and Faxon Elementary School s. which occurs when
Swallowing and
The mother has been employed touched.
also reflective in
with the Murray Insurance gagging are
nature.
Agency.
The newborn will briefly
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs.
grasp anything put in his
H. C. Jones of Murray Route hands. His toes will similarly
Three and Mr. and Mrs. Tom exhibit the grasping or DarScruggs of Hazel. Great grand- winian reflex if they, or his
parents are John Henry iJones feet, are touched.
and Mrs. Minnie Carroll, all of
A sudden stimulus, such as
Murray.
jarring the crib, will bring
about the "startle" reflex,
Mr. and Mrs. Chip Veal, during which the baby's legs
Meadow Green Circle, Murray, draw up with soles almost
are the parents of a baby girl, touching satin arms fly out to
Ginger Elizabeth, weighing the sides.
Miss Debbie Wilkerson, a floor length gown of pink crepe seven pounds six ounces born on
The child is born with a vast
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ted designed similar to the bride's Wednesday, July 21, at 7:51 p.m. and complex system of
Wilkerson of Coldwater, was dress except with short sleeves. at the Murray-Calloway County regulatory processes, reflexes
married to Steve Burkeen, son of Her face veil was attached to a Hospital.
and controls.
Mr. and Mrs. Euel,D. Burkeen, bandeau. She carried a bouquet The new father is employed at
Realizing all that is present
1004 Payne Street, Murray, on of white mums with pink :he General Tire and Rubber in a 7-pound bundle of
humanity, how do you pick it
Friday, July 9.
Company, Mayfield.
streamers.
up? That, obviously, is the first
The impressive double nng'
and
Mr.
grandparents
are
of
the
Terry Burkeen, cousin
The
ceremony was performed by groom, was the best man. The Mrs. Lubie L. Veal and Mr. and thing new parents learn.
Rev. Moreland at seven o'clock in ushers were Michael Burkeen, Mrs. Don Blase, all of Louisville.
Pediatrician Dr. David
the evening at the Calvary also a cousin of the groom, and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Nelson of Griffin advises new parents:
Missionary Baptist Church at Roy Knight.
Mayfield are the great grand- •`Always pick the baby up as if
you knew what you were doing.
Coldwater.
Miss Donna Burkeen, sister of parents.
'Display confidence. If you
Miss Cheryl Burkeen, pianist, the groom, kept the register at
presented a program of nuptial the church.
Christopher Chad is the name don't, the baby will sense your
music. Her selections included "I For her daughter's wedding, chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
Love You Truly" and "Whither Mrs. Wilkerson chose to wear a Gene Woods„ 1626 Catalina unstu-eness.
"Don't pick him up as if he
Thou Geest"! The tradihth"" blue knit dress. Mrs. Wilkerson, Drive, Murray, for their baby were an ostrich egg that you're
wedding marches were used for the groom's mother, wore a pia boy, weighing six pounds one about to drop. Grab his two
the processional and race itiress with white ac- ounce, born on Thursday, July v., ankles firmly with one hand;
recessional.
cessories. Their corsages were of at 1:35 a.m. at the Murray- slip your other hand under his
Bride's Dress
gardenias.
Calloway County Hospital.
back and support his head.
The bride, given in marriage Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson, Their other children are Kelly Pick him up gently and cradle
by her father, was lovely in her grandmother of the bride, wore a Mark, age five, and Stacey
him against your body."
floor length wedding gown of dress of blue lace and silk. Her Renae, age two. The father is
Realizing that the manner in
white satin with brocade trim corsage was of white carnations employed at the MurraxDivision which a baby is fed counts
down the front and on the long
heavily toward the infant's
Reception
of the Tappan Company.
sleeves. The dress was designed Following the ceremony the
Grandparents are Mr.and Mrs. future emotional well-being,
with a round collar high neckline. bride's parents were hosts for the Kelly Woods and Mr. and Mrs. many new mothers experience
Her floor length train was at- reception in the fellowship hall of Jim Hurt, all of Murray. Mrs. some anxiety in coping with a
four-hour around-thetached to waist of the dress and the church.
Zora Woods of Murray is a great three or
clock feeding schedule.
the long organza sleeves featured The bride's table was overlaid grandmother.
Cleaning, shopping, washing,
wide cuffs.
with a light pink lace cloth and
ironing and other household
Her elbow length veil of illusion
duties still need attention.
was attached to a headpiece
Then, if a baby is the firstborn,
designed of flowers.She carried a
there is company. Neighbors
beautiful bridal bouquet of
daisies, miniature mums, and
carnations with greenery.
Miss Sheltie Begley of
Michigan, cousin of the bride,
was her only attendant. She wore
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Mr. and Mrs. Darrel Morgan of
Benton Route One are the parents
of a baby girl, Holly Suzanne,
weighing seven pounds fifteen
ounces. born on Wednesday, July
21, at 6:17 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
They have another daughter,
Darrilyn Hope, age six. The
father is assistant basketbetball
coach and teacher of health and
physical education at South
Marshall High School.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Bethel Morgan of Benton Route
One and Mr. and Mrs. Harmon
Ross of Murray Route Two.
i'sreat grandparents are Mrs..
Vera Byrd of Fulton Route One
and Mr. and Mrs. Solon Johnston
of
Benton
Route
One.
Angela Gayle is the name
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. George
Newton of Benton Route Eight
for their babygirl, weighing six
pounds 131
/
2 ounces, born on
Wednesday, July 21, at 6:37 p.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is employed
with the International Shoe
Company, Paducah.
Mr.and Mrs. Virgil Edwards of
Benton Route Eight are the
paternal grandparents and Mrs.
Elta Hill of Paducah is the
maternal grandmother.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse Rednour and Mr.
and Mrs. Herman Hill, all of
Livingston County.

,UPI)
HOT SPRINGS, Ark.(
- The "health vacation' has
been reborn. increasing numbers of tourists are flocking
here to drink the waters and
take the baths of America's
only European-styled spa.
Hernando DeSoto is believed to be the first European
to drink from the famous
Mountain Valley mineral spring
in 1541, according to records
of his explorations. He found
Cherokee, Ouachita and Osage
Indians living at peace drinking
the healthful waters. By common agreement, DeSoto and
the Indians shared the spring.

By MURRAY J. BRO
UPI Travel Editor

NEW YORK (UPI)
jet plane has cut how
sometimes days and
from travel time. But h
at speeds of up to 600 a
hour across time zones
the world does have an
on the jet traveler.
Scientists call it
rhythmia," the real, po
and imaginary upsets
body's biological clocks
by quick time changes.
It is what happens
traveler in some foreign°
whose brain and body a°
tioning on his hometow
before they can adjust
new hours,
Numerous survey shaN
conducted into the j,
phenomenon but thus
one has been able to co
with a solution.
Pan American World A
recently sponsored a
posium of leading scis
medical men and frequeni
to study the problem
travel fatigue and on.
with recommendations o
best to co
ic with the
time-zone
ht problem
The meeting was con(
by Dr. J. T. Fraser (
University of Maryland,
nixed as one of the I.
experts on the study of
Its findings were publisf
booklet called "Pan An
. tips on time."
"The human body (
of a number of biol
clocks," the booklet
"Some are based on cy
light and darkness, the ti
imately 24-hour cycle
referred to as 'circadis

"The most promin
'these, undoubtedly,
body's need for rest torn
lin the 24-hour cycle.
docksrun on individual I
eating, working, playini
The booklet noted
probably can be no
answer to the time-sor
drome since "everyone's'
of life and his life prc
individual as his
are as'

Rest emential
However, it pointe.
everyone shares the la
adequate rest. And in
obviously won't deep
as well in unfamiliar sw
ings, you should theref
to get as much as F
,during the flight "to gii
rest cycle the best chi
, keep up with the chang
are taking place."
Here are some oth
from the Pan Am booklo
.—Before your trip,
ail* you get your regula

eat the foods you're
complete your tripprep
early to avoid a last
rush and allow ample
get to the airport.
—hi flight, make up
confines of your seat by
up and moving around
puts the muscles to
pumping the old bloc
through the renewing m
in the
calisthenics
(
)
of a lavatory will do ti
jAw
obf.
e"
—Since there is n4
position which doctor
as best for beginnin
one for
t° yfc;
e liest see
one you
relaxing."
Put a pillow behii
head: "It's a psycholq
vice but one you are u
Some general loosei
clothes is a scientific
mendation and coven'
self with a blanket i

ANY

2 GARMENTS
suits or 2-piece dresses count as one!

week long

Shirt
Special
Laundered to Perfectio

FOR MEN AND WOMEN ... REGARDLESS OF AGE . ..
FROM SWITZERLAND, THE REVOLUTIONARY NEW
WEIGHT REDUCING METHOD SWEEPING EUROPE
AND NOW AMERICA'
NO EXERCISE .. NO DRUGS... NOT JUST WATER LOSS
FULL MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

One HOUR
DRY cLeaneRs
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP WINDOW
What's your problem! You'll feel better if you get it off
your chest. Write to RBV. nos WM, Los Angeles. Cm.
MOO. Foe a personal repiy enclose stamped, addressed
rev elope.

are frightening studies of
human babies who have been
deprived of mother love during
the important birth to threeyear-old period.
None of, these babies was
deliberately isolated from his
mother by social scientists.
of
happenstances
Such
isolation or semi-isolation had
simply occurred in orphanages, where the staff was
not large enough to provide
substitute •'mothering."
In one observation, famed
European psychiatrist Rene
Arpad Spitz, a specialist in ego
development, made a study of
foundling home infants who
had good food, cleanliness and
medical care, but little or no
love and affection.(There were
six nurses to care for 45
babies.)
Probably for reasons of
hygiene, sheets were hung on
the sides of the infants' beds.
Hence, each baby was denied
the opportunity to observe life
going on about him.
At the end of the first year,
these socially and affectionally
starved foundlings began to
deteriorate. They showed great
susceptibility to infection and
had a high mortality rate. By
the second and third year, only
two of 26 tested could walk at
all. Only these same two could
speak, and their vocabulary
was limited to just a few words.
A study of 38 adolescents tells
an even more conclusive story.
All had been in an orphanage
from the age of 3 weeks to three
years. Similar to the babies
observed in the Spitz study,
these babies were also starved
for affection.
Sixteen to eighteen years
later, when these children were
tested, 21 were deemed to have
character disorders, four were
psychotic, four were mentally
retarded and two were
psychoneurotic.

Ways
jet trai

Open Daily from 7 am-6 pm

on hangers with any
drycleanlag order.
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Look into future
ORLANDO, Fla. (UPI) Creativity and electronic communications, developed by a
pair of old pros,will depict the
impact of living in the future
at the Walt Disney World entertainment and recreation
complex that will open here
later this year.
The exhibit will feature a
multi-media showing of how
future advances in computers
and other electronic communications, wired in by RCA
technicians, will affect peoples'
lives at and away from home in
the years to come. The display
will be housed in the Tommorrow land area of Disney
World.

Travel topics

Ways of beating
jet travel upsets
By MURRAY J. BROWN
UPI Travel Editor
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
jet plane has cut hours, and
sometimes days and weeks,
from travel time. But hurtling
at speeds of up to 600 miles an
hour across time zones around
the world does have an effect
on the jet traveler.
Scientists call it "dysrhythmia," the real, potential
and imaginary upsets of the
body's biological clocks caused
by quick time changes.
It is what happens to the
traveler in some foreign country
whose brain and body are functioning on his hometown time
before they can adjust to the
new hoUrS.
Numerous surveys have been
conducted into the jet-age
phenomenon but thus far no
one has been able to come up
with a solution.
Pan American World Airways
recently sponsored a symposium of leading scientists,
medical men and frequent flyers
to study the problem of jet
travel fatigue and come up
with recommendations on how
best to cope with the crosstime-zone flight problems.
The meeting was conducted
by Dr. J. T. Fraser of the
University of Maryland, recognized as one of the leading
experts on the study of time.
Its findings were published in a
booklet called "Pan Am Cares
• . tips on time,"
"The human body consists
of a number of biological
clocks," the booklet said.
"Some are based on cycles of
light and darkness, the approximately 24-hour cycle often
referred to as 'circadian rhythm'
"The most prominent of
these, undoubtedly, is the
,body's need for rest somewhere
in the 24-hour cycle. Other
docks run on individual habitseating, working, playing, etc."
The booklet noted there
probably can be no single
answer to the time-zone syndrome since "everyone's pattern
of life, and his life processes,
are as individual as his angerI
rints."
Rest easential
However, it pointed out,
everyone shares the need for
adequate rest. And since you
obviously won't deep or rest
'as well in unfamiliar surroundings, you should therefore try
to get as much as possible
,during the flight "to give your
rest cycle the best chance to
keep up with the changes that
are taking place."
Here are some other tips
from the Pan Am booklet:
-Before your trip, make
sit4e you get your regular sleep;

,ody heat and give you a warm
feeling during the times "your
personal thermostat is set on
low.'"
-In choosing your food and
drink, remember that alcohol
enhances the appetite and a
fully4oaded digestive system
doesn't rest well. "If you want
maximum rest, take on minimum food and try to match
your eating times with the
times your stomach clock is
used to."
-After your trip, don't try
to make up for lost sleep; eat
sensibly; relax and let your
docks reestablish their regular
living.
Free copies of "Pan Am
Cares" can be obtained by
writing to Pan Am, Public Relations, Pan Am Building, N.Y.,
N.Y. 10017.

A completed golden eagle
nest may weigh a ton.
* * *
BLUES SIGN PLAGERS

ST. LOUIS (UPI)—The St.
Louis Blues of the National
Hockey League Friday announced the signing of brothers
Bob and Barclay Plager to
contracts for the 1971-72 season.

Men's wear

Of book, movie,
food and fashion

"Loving," approached him
By WALTER LOGAN
some
contributing
about
NEW YORK (UPI) - Irving Cardin suits for use in the
Selbst came from such an movie and ended up using both
orthodox Jewish family he him and the suits. He played
didn't , see a piece of bacon George Segal's agent.
until he was- drafted into the
He followed that up with a
U.S. army. He was so upset at
role
in "Watermelon Man"
the sight he went without eathe played the role of a
where
ing for weeks and wasted away
door bigot and "Scraping
next
to 200 pounds.
Bottom" in which he played
Now he's back up to 300 an apartment house manager.
pounds, the required weight Breslin had written about a
for his role as Bi4 Jelly in a 400-pound Big Jelly in his
movie he is stamng in, but gangster story and MGM signed
that is no problem since he up Selbst before it signed anyowns a mid-Manhattan steak one else.
and lobster joint known as
"I couldn't make the 400
Louie's. Clothes are no prob- pounds,"
he said, returning to
lem either since he is president
which was full of
salad
his
of the U.S. Pierre Cardin opertomatos,avocados, cellettuce,
ation.
like and smothered
Big Jelly is a Brooklyn gang- ery and the
creamy, dresster in MGM's movie version of in a rich, gooey,
rich, gooey,
by
followed
sing
the Jimmy Breslin novel,"The
equally full
cheesecake
creamy
Gang That Couldn't Shoot
had been a
There
calories.
of
Straight," a comedy about a
baked potatoes on
bungling, inept batch of des- few buttery
peradoes modelix1 after some the side.
His first interest, of course,
real life, not-so-funny Brook- is clothes and he was curious
lyn gang wars.
how the press liked the Cardin
Shooting on the New York fashion
show in June at the"
took nine weeks out of
r *sects
Fashion Association
Isis career as president of Inter- Men'. in Buck Hills Falls, Pa.
continental Clothing, the firm meeting
was that they did he founded in 1966 with John The answer
applause and much
much
Komblith and some other' favorable comment afterward.
clothing men to produce
beamed and ate another
Cardin clothes in the United He of cheesecake.
States. But he was still able to biteThe Fall 1971 collection
look in on the office weekends. was noted more for new fabrics
"It has been hell," he said and color than any change in
the other night over some shape - rust in tweeds and
steaks and lobsters at Louie's.
"I have to get up at 5 a.m.
every day to get to the location
on time and then we work till
nine o'clock or so and then I
Step into the
rush to the restaurant where
Wonderful
work until 9 or 10 o'clock at
night. As a Brooklyn gangster
eat the foods you're used to; I couldn't wear Cardin clothes
complete your trip preparations so I had to keep changing.
"My wife Janis won't live in
early to avoid a last-minute
rush and allow ample time to Manhattan so I commute to
of the
Great Neck (Long Wand) and
get to the airport.
iviBE0ATT
-In flight, make up for the then I come to the Cardin Vo ya ye r
confines of your seat by getting office on Sattirdays and SunDAYTONA BEACH
up and moving around. "This days." He munched on a platputs the muscles to work, ter of lamb chops as he talked,
pumping the old blood back pausing -from time to time to
through the renewing machines. soar upward from his seat to
A few calisthenics in the privacy shake hands with well wishers.
Bring your lighthearted spirit .. we
Breslin, wearing a sportshirt,
of a lavatory will do the same
supply everything else to romp or
stopped by for a minute to
job."(!)
rest by the sparkling seal
-Since there is no single chat, as did Jerry Orbach who
•All rooms & suites are
position which doctors regard is Kid Sally and the gang leader
oceanfront and have private
as best for beginning. sleep in the film. There were also
balconies
the
is
you
one
for
best
"the
some buyers from a Cleveland
•
2 Olympic pools,
one you seem to rand Meat department store and Mike
1100 ft. of private beach
relaxing."
Kellerman, who makes Cardin
Put a pillow behind your ties.
•Color TV, phones, room service
head: "It's a psychological de• Air conditioned & heated
vice but one you are used to." Clothes and movies
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
Some general loosening of
It was the clothing business
Golf &Tennis privileges
recom•
scientific
. clothes is a
that put Selbst into the movies
mendation and coverinc your- in the first place. Columbia, • 9 hole putting green
self with a blanket will trap which was making the picture
room, shuffleboard, baby

solid,combinations of egg plant
beige and brown in muted herringbone patterns. Black tweed
sprinkled with silver-gray and
rust were used for knickers for evening. The classic black
suit was different - it was
shown in silky broadclock with
small dots of silver-gray.
The hits of the show were
the coats and raincoats - herringbone patterns, suedes,
denims and solids enriched with
fur, lined with sheepskin or
trimmed in polished leather.
One spectacular raincoat was
in brown denim trimmed with
matching leather yoke, cuffs
and collar, midcalf length.
One suit was a combination
of blue, beige and rust but in
horizontally woven stripes,
three buttons with the wide
Cardinal lapels and a back
center vent. New for fall were
patch pockets on the sporty
business suit. Another suit was
in a charcoal gray, beige and
brown tweed with a matching
topcoat.
There were two lines - the
deluxe for men and the
boutique collection for the
young man. One in the boutique
collection was a rib-huggin§,
body-showing "Blouson,'
which is a short Eisenhowertype jacket in camel colored
wool cavalry twill worn with
matching slacks tucked into
high-boots.
The original Cardin designs
are adapted by Don Robbie
for the American physique and
Selbgt smiled his appreciation
as he dropped a handful of
sugar cubes into his after dinner
coffee. "Don's sort of a genius,
isn't her he said.
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FLY BAIT

• Game
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
Across from shopping center,
bowling, theatre
Near Jai Alai, Dog Racing,
Auto Racing

•
•

• Great deep sea fishing

This is the ORIGINAL
Sugar Fly Bait

Write fer free brochure, rates.
Credit cards hewed:
American Express, Diners Club,
Bank Americard. Master Charge
.000

a.

KILI#

You can pay less for Fly
'Bait, you can pay more —
you can buy it colored
blue, red, yellow or
pink. but why take a
• chance' If you have a
Fly probkm rwtside, use

°gage
BEACH MOTEL
r =====

K711-Kfl

Voyager Beach Motel Oceanfront Resort
2424 N Atlent.c Ave Dept _ _
Daytona Beach, floods

GUARANTEED

Fly Bait
41M
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"IT (JA5 A VERq EXCITING
ADVENTURE _HE HAD ALL OF
5ITTIN6 ON THE ED6E OF
OUR BRANCHES! HA MA"

DEAR FRIEND OF FRIENDS...
TOON( IJE HEARD A 5PECIAL
LECTURE f!A? A CATERPILLAR WHO
HAD CRAWLED AL THE kW
ACR055 A FREE1.1k( wrrkou-r
GETTING RUN OVER.."
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Nancy
IVY PLANT
HAS CREPT
INTO OUR
GARAGE

MY

The Colonials
M:14.) WANT

ME TO'PAY,
SON,.

tJO - JUST TELL THAT *if
FOOL Hl' CONSTANT LOU C>
ME MAP
PACIM• IS (NZIVIN

r

a/riff/we& "Avr

rep

r•

.4r011”
/
,
d

L p44'0

11;10
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BOONE'S

All Coupons Good Thru July 31st

LONG COATS
Men's or Ladies'

THANK YOU! That is what these money saving coupons are
meant to say. We appreciate your business ... And remember
Boone's Laundry and Cleaners' high quality Sanitone Dry
Cleaning and fine service remain the same ... Nothing
changed but the price!

(Except Fur, Semis or Leather)
Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Cou n Good Thru Jul 31 1971

BOONE
. No limit on what you
lying on each coupon
. The more valuable
coupons you use tha
more you save
. Take the coupons to
any 5 convenient Boone
Cleaner locations.

20%

014 R
•
ngyu1
A
On
Order

MEN'S SUITS
99

r-

Reg. 9.60
Each

NECKTIES
4 For'
"
1
Reg. 9.60 Value

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Cou
Good Thru July 31, 1971

eTo

SWEATERS

55c

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

-

On
Your Dry Cleaning
During Boone Cleaners
Appreciation Sale

FREE MOTHPROOFING
ON REQUEST

Men's or ladies'

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31. 1971

BOONE'S

All Coupons Good
thru July 31st At All
Boone's Cleaners Stores

SLACKS

DRAPERIES

SAVE!

CLIP
THESE
INFLATION
FIGHTER
COUPONS

ONE'S

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

BOONE'

SHIRTS LAUNDERED

rc

Each
With Coupon J-A

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

•ONE'

For

ONE'S

LADIES' SUITS

BLANKETS
99c

& PLAIN DRESSES

$109

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to

Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971

4 99c

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners.
Coupon Good Thru Jul 31 1971

Bring any number. You must present this
coupon when you bring your cleaning to
Boone's Cleaners,
Coupon Good Thru July 31, 1971
#

BOONE'S
LAUNDRY at CLEANERS
"The Cleaner Interested In You"

Available At All
Boone's Cleaners,
5 Convenient Locations

-4
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Classical revival
NEW YORK (UPI) - The
revival of classics like the
shirtwaist or the blazer also
brinf back a popular "wear
with'fashion item - the stole.
Alele Simpson of New York
shows stoles with coat dresses.
The fashion is just right, she
says, for walking enthusiasts.
Mrs. Simpson shows, for
instance, a woven and printed
rust tweed coat dress with zip
front, its accompanying stole a
matched solid jersey trimmed
and fringed in the tweed.
LARGEST BUILDING
KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, Fla. - The Vehicle Assembly Building here where
NASA's giant Saturn V rockets
are assembled is the largest
building in the world in volume.
It covers eight acres.

r.
The grand
GRAM) CHAMPIONS
champions of the Dairy Show held yesterday
at the Purchase District Fair are shown here.
Pictured I. to r. are Ssitdra Stark, Murray,
Holstein breed; Mike Newman, SunnyvIew

-s(
41?

rule, Owensboro, Guernsey breed; Murray
State University, Jersey breed; and Tammy
Armstrong, Arlington, Ayshire breed.
(MESSENGER PHOTO)

WLACTV

WS91l.TV'
Chawsmil 4

Channel 5
MONDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

a
to

Guns/mike
Herrs Lucy

ii

July 72, 1971
ADULTS 111
NURSERY 10

WSIX-TV
Channel 8

ot
art,
'Curtain Call at
Cactus Creek'
Movie

**** *Mr; $MWM
Okl CM**
Dick Cavett
Dick Cavort

TUESDAY MORNING PROGRAMS

S
6

Country Journal
CBS Morning News
Nailwill• A.M.

IS Msnnne

a :so

Today; Scene Today Captain Kaneerer
Cattalo Kanearoo
.10 Today

11 411Csait; Wens

Real McCoys
Bozo
Bon
Bozo
Romper Room
Hazel
Beverly hl Illtal
Dick Van Dyke
That Girl
tctd
Loy:. Arnerlaiii Style

omigirow
search tor Trt
TUESDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS

DISMISSALS
Robert Erskine Thornburg, 20
Keniana Dr., Hamlin, Jerry
Wayne Dowdy, Rt. 2, Murray,
Mrs. Brenda Collins and Baby
Girl, Rt. 2, Murray, Mrs. Doralyn
Beth Lanier and Baby Girl, 1510
Glendale, Murray, Mrs. Mary
Frances Outland, Almo, Mrs.
Lavelle Smith, Rt. 3, Murray,
Mrs. Catiel 011ie Basun, Fit. 1,
Farmington, Mrs. Norma Kay
Pridemore and Baby Girl, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Jessie Jo Barnes,
Box 93, Puryear, Tenn.

4=g. sg;e: 1".74k,

glittallive
Ono 1-Re

TUESDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

a
ilta

,.P1mrs• WI* Soorts
4111 Mom;*Mr.; fawn _
Beverly Hillbillies
3a Bill caster

I Dream of Juno..
Mod Squad

Tuip.E=grn 1I;I:
.ghsWIlw., SeetiaWitele:V' Waters
0 ;.2 Tites

It Tam
It Takes

meg

a Thief
News; WIhr.; Sports
Dick Camett
Dick Cavett
Dick Cava*

DAIRY WINNERS—Winners in the 4-H and FFA
Dairy Judging Contest held
at the
Purchase District Fair are shown tare. Those
pictured placed in the following order: Wayne
Sparks and Sherry Ezell, tie for first place; Danny
Ezell; Steve McCuiston;Krit Stubblefield; Rodney

Cud* and Danny Clark, tie for fifth place; Jerry
McFadden; Donna Howard; Nan Harrison; Carla
Sanderson and Alene Paschall, tie for eighth piece:
Dale Howard; Bret Cude, Stan Vaughan and Fay
Hodge, tie for tenth place; Larry Tucker, Brenda
Shackleton:I; Garry Harper; and Angela Howard.
(MESSENGER PHOTO)

Medical schooling
bleeds the purse
NEW YORK (UPI) - It
costs well over $4,000 a year
on the average to attend
medical school, reports the
Health Insurance Institute.
The institute says latest
figures available show expenditures for living and education
averaged $4,394. Single students averaged $3,421 a year
and married students with no
children $5,727. For students
with two children or more, the
cost went up to $6,310.

Written Especially
ONE HUNDRED
DeBary built a man:
1 is now the town of I
In celebration of tt
Inc., donor of the sii
sources' Division of
,.• 'Once in a Lifetime
of the home. The Ai
headquarters, maints
the rooms.
Baron DeBary firs
.
: for a commercial hi
verdure while on a I
and chose the spot r
.: Lake Monroe
Here he built his 1
1 an outdoorsy fishini
but it was the showp
'countryside. The hou
signed in the -stean
onial style of the p
circular verandas on
of both the first a
floors, joined by whi'
tunns with hand-car
es. The sturdy cypres
It Was built Is one g
it is preserved today,
• • •

I

Leather hygiene
NEW YORK (UPI) Leather surfaces in household
furnishings need a "bath"
occasionally.
The Cleanliness Bureau
suggests using just the foam of
a suds solution and wetting as
little as possible. Rinse several
times with a clean damp cloth.
Then apply furniture cream.
Avoid silicone u5ishes, heavy
uid wax. If
paste wax or
on leather,
glass tope are
cushion with felt bumpers on
corners to provide for air
circulation. -Otherwise, just
dust with a clean, soft
untreated cloth.

Singing Cony.; Penmen My Childress
Let's Pnakit a Deal
As World Turns

2 S

Florida S

i

NEWBORN ADMISSION
Baby Boy Woods (Mrs.
Davanna Woods), 1626 Catalina
Dr., Murray.

Newlywed Dame
it Was • Good Year

DeBary's

nght autumn
NEW YORK (UPI)- Color
it clear and bright for fall.
So says Jerry Silverman,
women's wear manufacturer.
"We're back in the bright
loin," said Silverman's head
sgner, Shannon Rogers,
"and won't women love it.
Funky colors really pleased
neither the designers nor
women. Our fall colors are
paintbox clear - dear reds,
clear yellows, clear blues. Even
the grays and beiges are clean,
light-fihered."

Hospital Report

TELEVISION SCHEDULE

pAGF SEVEN
When groceries
became super
LINCOLN, Neb. (UPI) The first "true" supermarket
appeared around 1925 and by
the late 1930s a large segment
of the grocery industry had
become supermarket-minded.
Ni reports Dr. Gary Hansen,
chairman of the department of
i
=
fain dy economics and m
ment, University of Ne
,
lAnJcolera. The
trade publication,
defines a supermarket as any
sel f-iervice store that has
annual sales of $500,000 or
more. The paper estimates that
in 1969, these were 47,180
such stores, doing an animated
76 per cent of the nation's $82
billion of grocery sales.

WALTER TROPHY—Janet Banks, of Plainview
Stables, Murray, is pictured being presented with
the Dr. E. C. Walter trophy In the 5-galted class at
at the Purchase
the Mayfield Horse Show

FLEW THE COUP — Three
days after being (mated by
r o - Communists, Maj.
Gen. Jaafar Ntuneiry, president of Suda n, was restored to power in Khartoum by a counter - coup.

District Fair. Presenting the trophy Is Mary Porter
Kolb, granddaughter of the late Dr. Waiter. The
award is made each year at the Horse Show.
(MESSENGER PHOTO)

DEBARY Hall has
rooms and servants' I
• three rooms. Two lai
were banquet halls
hung gleaming cryst
Hers. In one dining, be seen the baron's cl
rin a hi
rare
aledbicase.
sealed
The baron shippee
e wr
from all over the
great house. Stra
chairs lined the hi
hall with its gigantic
There were glass-encl
canes, thick carpets j
gland'
hand-blown
rich-fabric draperie
sleeping in the cars'
the upstairs bedro
beneath
protected
tents of mosquito n
. d from the 11
pende

ROSES

1

1

ingi

DEBARY

ROSES has a doll to suit every little girl. Choose from mod flower dolls
to cuddly baby dolls. 50' to $1 will hold the doll of your choice in lay-away

DRINKEE
WALKEE

SMARTY
PANTS

Drinks from life-size
YOU TALK—SHE ANSWERS
bottle. Walks, drinks,
Operates on one "D" cell
wets.
battery. Hold her hand and
Sleepy Eyes
she talks. Kiss her forehead,
50°
$846
she says
WILL
"I love
HOLD
"IN A MINUTE"

THUMBELINA
Phone 753-1489

3,000 First Line Double White Larado Tires
7.75x14
8.25x14
8.25x15
8.55x15
8.85x15
9.00x15

Price

Fed. Excise Tax

20.11
20.85
20.85
22.58
25.43
27.64

1.89
2.15
2.17
2.42
2.57
2.96

ALL MOUNTING AND BALANCING ARE FRtE!!

FLOWER DOLLS

os

Turns, twists, bends.
Real eyelashes.
Select From
Flower, Peace, love

Has her own high chair, a
bowl, cup & spoon. Pull
the string and she bangs ,
r allib"
the chair with her spoon i t
and cup.
$758

•

• • •
W11.8 a

ETRUSAN CITY
VERUCCHIO, Ital
Workmen digging ti
tions for a house (
Friday what archeol
was part of an Etrus
the fourth or lift
before Christ.
Professor Gino Get
intendent of antiq
Emilia-Romagna, or
struction stopped in
He said the traces
date of an ancient
considerable artistic
al value.

TRUDEAUS EXPEC
OTTAWA(UPI)nister Pierre Elliol
and his wife, Mar
expecting their fir
December.
The prime minist
confirmed late Frida
Trudeau was pregru
The 51-year old T
his 22-year-old
married in a surpris
in March after a
secret romance.

$384
Ea.

YOUR DREAM

BRIDE DOLL

TALKING
BABY TENDER LOVE
You loved her before and now
you'll love her even more. Pull

18" tall in lovely taffeta
and lace. A real "dream".
, Fully Jointed.

a string and she talks.
50'

$494

WILL HOLD

Visit ROSES Toy Department
and See All The New Dolls!

MEDICAL MIR
tht
er. she is a he.

ltik
i
‘
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Sandy Duncan Prize Example:

DeBary's Baronial Hall

Florida Showplace Now 100 Yeats Old Breeding Ground for Movie Stardom TV Commercials

ups, about how to pace your ble.
stamina, as well," Sandy says.
And now —
"Equally important. they prothe sponsor!
vide a very good livelihood
while you're in the process of
growing professionally and establishing yourself in the business. They mean you don't have

By ARMY ARMIES\

The spacious Dellary mansion, built in the 19th century "steamboat" style, is a beautiful relic of its time.

SY PEG ROBINSON
grown there. That is, until the
Written Especially for Central Press and This Newspaper
freeze of 1898; then the naked
ONE HUNDRED YEARS ago German-born Baron Frederick branches so depressed hIrn that
DeBary built a mansion on the shores of Lake Monroe at what he had the relics rooted out.
is now the town of Debary in Florida.
Baron DeBary, described as a
; In celebration of the 1871 event, the Florida Federation of Art. dignified gentleman so gracious
Inc., donor of the showplace to the Department of Natural Re- that he was beloved wherever
sources' Division of Recreation and Parks in 1967, has held a he went, lived a long and vigor"Once in a Lifetime Gala Centennial Art Festival" on the lawn ous life. The last of his heirs
; of the home. The Art Federation uses the mansion as its state passed on just prior to World
headquarters, maintaining continuing year-round art exhibits in War II, and in 1942 the property was sold to a DeLand firm.
the rooms.
Baron Denary first came to this country in 1840 as an agent Gradually other owners bought
. for a commercial house. Falling in love with the climate and and sold parcels of the land unverdure while on a trip to Florida, he decided to buy property til only five DeBary acres remained. The house was neglectand chose the spot overlooking
host as well as a wealthy one. ed until 1959, when it was acLake Monroe.
of transporting quired by the Florida FederaHere he built his mansion as For the purpose
-a
DeBary tion of Art.
guests, Baron
his
fj an outdoorsy fishing preserve,
steamboat to bring
Today, under the direction of
rI but it was the showplace of the bought a
them down the St. Johns River the Division of Recreation and
countryside. The house was defrom Jacksonville. Later he Parks, the house and grounds
signed in the "steamboat" colbought a line of 13 handsome have been restored.
onial style of the period, with
steamers to haul freight along
circular verandas on three sides'
points of the river as well as
of both the first and second
accommodate tourists.
floors, joined by white fine colThe baron's friends were
umns with hand-carved cornicaristocrats of both Europe and
es. The sturdy cypress of which
ykrrierica . . . such notables as
it was built is one good reason
Srover Cleveland, U. S. Grant,
It is preserved today.
the Prince of Wales, who be• • •
came King Edward VII, author
DEBARY Hall has seven bedHarriet Beecher Stowe, and his
rooms and servants' quarters of
own New York neighbors, the
By MURRAY). BROWN
a three rooms. Two larger rooms
Astors, Vanderbilt,, and Henry
UPI Travel Editor
were banquet halls in which
Sanford, founder of his nameCOPENHAGEN
hung gleaming crystal chande(UPI)—
sake city across Lake Monroe,
liers. In one dining-room may
Hamlet must have been the last
Sanford.
5 be seen the baron's collection of
Lavish entertaining at De- melancholy Dane in history if
rare birds, in a hermetically
Bary Hall circulated many a the happy-go-lucky mood in
,„. sealed case.
lively story, some of them still this capital city of Denmark is
The baron shipped furniture
'
told to this day. He is credited any criterion.
from all over the world to the
with
having held medieval
Virtually everyone wears a
great house. Straightbacked jousts, in which his guests
un- smile, from the customs inspecchairs lined the huge center
horsed each other while arrayhall with its gigantic staircase. ed in light coats of mail. He is tor who waves you through at
There were glass-enclosed book- maid to have had a barge ele- Kastrup Airport to the,taxi
cases, thick carpets and, at the gantly outfitted,in the style of driver who gets out at 'your
*i hand-blown
glasi. Windows, Cleopatra, propAled by 20 liver- destination'tnisprn the door.
'
draperies. Guest,' ied oarsmen.
And it usually doesn't take
rich-fabric
• • •
sleeping in the carved beds of
too long before the visitor finds
the upstairs bedrooms were
THE baron's guests amused himself smiling back at strangbillowing themselves at the poolside, in
beneath
protected
ers in Ihe streets, parks and
tents of mosquito netting sus- the outside dancing pavilion, on
elsewh&e.
pended from the 18-foot cell- a golf course, by casual strolls

Central Press Washington Correspondent
HOLLYWOOD--Movies are being "subsidized" in a sense by
the unlikeliest source of all—the much-abused TV commercial.
Many will agree some of the best creative moments in the tube
are the commercials, and a number of directors, editors and performers have graduated from these one-minute, small-screen
films into the creative ranks of the theatrical movie.
By far the most exciting alumna of the college of video blurbs
this season is a robust—though fragile—blonde from Tyler,
Tex., who cannot pronounce her own, legal surname. But her sincere but tcothy grin and penchant for blushing have won her a
special welcome in the nation's living rooms through her pitches
for such items as skin cream, floor cleaner, toothpaste and the
services of a Southern California bank.
Millions know her face yet, at this time, hardly anyone knows
her name—her professional hams, that is not Use name she eaunot pronounce. The latter is
Zahariades and she acquired it in which she'll play an airline
three years ago when she mar- stewardess.
ried a musician and singer of It all began when Sandy was
Greek ancestry who switched to four years old 'attending the
the professional name of Bruce annual recital of a dance class
Scott.
at the Tyler American Legion
However, soon movie mar- Hall. She felt constrained to
DunSandy
blazen
quees will
arise from her seat in the aucan in two films, Walt Disney's dience although she wasn't even
Parand
Duck"
"Million Dollar
a member of the class.
amount's "Star Spangled Girl"
Her mother yanked Sandy
role
title
the
has
she
in which
back to the seat and shut her
SiNeil
of
version
film
in the
up with the promise that she
mon's Broadway hit.
could take lessons next year.
• • •
She did. Sandy progressed to
THIS IS the latest in a series
the New York City Center Light
the
for
progressions
of career
Opera Company, then two Tony
so
come
have
They
lady.
young
nominations, Outer Critics Cirfirmly
she
that
perfectly-timed
cle and New York Drama Desk
must
there
up
someone
believes
Awards for her work in the rebe pulling the strings.
vival of "The Boy Friend."
When filming of -Girl" wound
• • •
immediately
she
June,
up in
started her television series
MOST importantly. it led
"Funny Face." And when the Sandy into the field of television
series winds up next March, commercials which provided her
Sandy will scarcely have time with a comfortable livilhood- to rush home to Tyler for a around $100,000 a year! And
fast hello with Mom and Dad
(who own a service station)
before starting work on her
next film. "Coffee, Tea. Or Me"

thing seems to be pointing in
that direction, she has come
along at the perfect time.
Miss Duncan is quite willing
to acknowledge her debt to all
deodorants.
underarm
those
floor cleaners, and sundry other
Items that made this all possiNO words from

Navy has only

to grab the first part you're
offered if It isn't right for you.
They give you an opportunity
to do worthwhile but possibly
non-commercial things in the
theater in the interim.
"This •fredom' is very important. For instance, I cl3n't
like a lot of the movie3 made
in recent years. I can't identify
with the characters. I get bored
with nudity and obvious sex."
"BECAUSE of commercials,
largely. I've been able to hold
out until the right movie for
me came along. 'Star Spangled
Girl' is what, I supposed, you'd
call old-fashioned fun. Lots of
laughs. Yet it says something.
too. Mainly it says to have yourself i good time.
-I didn't become an actress
in order to escape the drudgery
Sandy Duncan
of life or forget my horrible
A very familiar lace
childhood. I had a perfectly
brought her to Hollywood's no- lovely childhood, a great adotice. It was her work in a series lescence, and thus far my 203
of blurbs for United California have been magnificent. I supBank that ultimately led pro- paw this shows in my expresducer Howard W. Koch to sign sion. Maybe that's why people
her as the "Star Spangled Girl." seem to like me. They want to
"Doing commercials taught see somebody happy--for a
me everything I know about change! Instead of all that suffilm work—about how to work fering, dope addiction, wifefor and with the cameras, how swapping they've been seeing
to bring yourself 'down' so to cn the screen."
speak, when you're doing closeIf Sandy's right and every-

one 'womanly'
combat ship

LONG BEACH, CAL
(UPI): Although seagoing
vessels are always considered feminine, the U.S.
Navy has named only one
combat ship after a woman.
She is the destroyer USS
Higbee, which celebrated
birthday last
her 25th
week.
The Higbee, part of Destroyer Squadron 13 with
her home port here, was
named after Mrs. Lenah S.
Higbee, superintendent of
the Navy Nurse Corps during World War I. Mrs. Higbee was the only womss4 to
receive the Navy Croats, one
of the nation's IONA
awards, while still living.
GARRETT FOR JORGENSEN
NEW YORK (UPI)—The New
York Mets Friday night recalled infielder Wayne Garrett
from their Tidewater Farm
International
the
Club In
League to replace Mike Jorgensen, departing for two
weeks of military duty.

Travel topics

World's sex capital
has much else, too

photographs, etc. judged obscene under U.S. laws.
The puppet show is onls
one of the many attractions at
the famous Tivoli Gardens in
heart of Copenhagen.
the
Others include dance bands,
concerts, variety and pantomime shows, ballets, a boatsing
lake, roller coaster, ferris wheel
and more than a score of ridnorms*,including the top-ca
BallessTssysisee and likvas
Certainly -no visit to Co
could be considesid
hagen
complete without seeing the
graceful life—sized bronze statue of Hans Christian AnderCopenhagen has reason to sen's Little Mermaid at the
through the tropical gardens of
It is one of the most seaside end of the langelinie
smile.
•
•
•
the estate or riding through
popular holiday, centers in promenade, or munching smorDEBARY was a thoughtful the citrus grove DeBary had
I
Scandinavia for American, rebrod(open-faced sandwiches)
it ETRUSAN CITY
European and Asian tourists. at Oskar Davidsen's Sea Pavili
Bounty on litterbugs
It can offer something for ion, which actually overlooks
7 VERUCCHIO, Italy (UPI)—
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(UPI) -- everyone, from puppet shows a lake nearer the center of
? Workmen digging the foundations for a house discovered Jefferson County Fiscal Court for kids to live sex exhibitions town.
' Friday what archeologists said has set a $10 to $25 bounty for adults. And during the
Long menu
on litterbugs, but unlike the summer months, when you can
was part of an Etruscan city of
The Davidsen menu is about
Old
West
the fourth or fifth century have to betradition they don't read a newspaper at 3 a.m. in
brought in dead or the street under the Midnight four feet long and lists 178
before Christ.
alive.
Copenhagen
minis different varieties of the palateSun,
Professor Gino Gentili, superThe court offers the bounty around the clock.
pleasing Danish delicacie- with
intendent of antiquities for to citizens who help to
descriptions of the ingredients
sucin
sex
legal
are
Live
shows
conEmilia-Romagna, ordered
cessfully prosecute persons lit- Denmark since all laws against and which you order by nitmstruction stopped in the area. tering or dumping refuse in pornography were scrapped ber. Combinations and prices
He said the traces found to public waters or on public months ago. About 30 to 40 vary—the problem is deciding.
of an ancient city have highways and properties.
date
As in most establishmepts
,•
clubs offer such shows in Coil considerable artistic and culturcatering to foreign visitors, the
prices
with
nightly
penhagen
*
• *
as well
al value.
ranging from about $10 to $20, list is printed in English
usually including a cup,of tea as Danish. Actually, Americans
No, Not Talcum
TRUDEAUS EXPECTING
Steerers should have little language difWould you believe that some or bottle of beer.
OTTAWA (UPI)—Prime Mi- of the components of the hard- outside most of the more pop- ficulty here since practically
'.v
nister Pierre Elliott Trudeau est-working parts of your car ular tourist places will direct every Dane speaks some Eng-,
and his wife, Margaret, are and automatic washer started you, as will hotel personnel, 1 lish.
There should be no tipping
expecting their first child in out as fine powder? It's true. In cabdrivers among others.
Most hobA.
a revival of one of man's first
December.
No cameras are permitted problems, either.
pow- but all types of pornographic and restaurants include a '15
metalworking,
of
methods
office
minister's
prime
The
charge on the
containing nickel for
materials, including still and per cent service
confirmed late Friday that Mrs. der — often
as you do at
added strength and wear resistip
not,
If
bill.
motion pictures, can be bought
asr porledgnan
t. Trudea5u1-ywea
tance — is compacted and heatthat includes taxi
t.eau and treated to make precisely formed openlyin scores of "porno home, and
were parts of great durability. The sex"shops. Bringing them into drivers.
wife
his 22-year-old
Copenhagen boasts many
married in a surprise ceremony technique is called powder metal- the United States is another fine restaurants and hotel din=
matter- customs officials can
in March after a four-year lurgy.
featuring all types
confiscate
art, literature, in; roolus
secret romance.
of international cuisines. There
also are countless moderately.
priced snack shops, cafeterias,
etc.
accommodations
Tourist
range from hostels and "tent
cities" for youths, from less
than $I per night including
breakfast, to de luxe dig#np
for up to 1140 per day double
without meals at such favorites
as the• Royal and d'Angleterre
and the newly-opened Sheraton Copenhagen. But hotel
space can be tight during the
summer season so advance
bookings are recommended.
Incidentally, if you enjoy
a drink or two, stick to the
local excellent beers. Imported
liquors are heavily taxed—I
paid $1.80 for a martini with
English gin. Cigarettes are expensive too—up toll per Pack
so if you smoke stock up at the
duty-free shop before you leave
the U.S.A.
Mote than a dozen inteinational airlines fly into Copenhagen from the United
I flew
States and Europe.
la weighed only
ounces w en • e en er
MEDICAL MIRACLE—Stella Marie
nonsitop from New York
tmckwards 212 months premature in Reading, Pa. Today, 15 months lataboard an SAS Boeing 747
er. shy V, a hvalthy. normal III-pound child (right). a medical miracle, doctors say.
jumbo jet in about seven hours
Her parents are Stella and Norman Waltz.
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Li Stars ...
ICoatiaued from Page 11
having those qualities we all
admire in a young man: a desire
to do what is right, a deep loyalty
to his friends, having an attitude
that the welfare of the team is on
more importance than individual
glory, and above all, being a
complete gentleman at all
times," Paul Shahan, league
president, said.
Ken, as a pitcher for the Cubs,
won 4 and lost none. He also was
listed among the home run hitters
of the league. He is an active
member of the Sinking Spring
Baptist Church and will be in the
eighth grade at Hazel School this

U.S. team favored
in Ryder matches
By FRANK MACOMBER
Copley News Service

has won every Ryder Cup
match played in this country
and is favored again this year
at Old Watson. It also won on British soil in
1937, 1949, 1953, 1961 and 1965, to
run the American list of victories to 14 in 18 matches. The
British won at home in 1929,
1933 and 1957.
In 1969 came the first tie
when the Americans invaded
Britain and Jack Nicklaus had
to finish even with Tony Jacklin
in the last match to gene the
U. S. team a 16-16 deadlock.

the U. S. team members include Nicklaus, Lee Trevino,
Billy Casper, Miller Barber,
Frank Beard, Gene Littler,
Charles Coody, Arnold Palmer,
Dave Stockton, J. C. Snead,
Gardner Dickinson and Mason
Rudolph. The 12th member
nosed out Gibby Gilbert by only
a fraction of a point in the
Ryder Cup standings.
Seldom, even in the 1930s and
1940s when such golfing giants
as Sam Snead, Byron Nelson
and Ben Hogan were Ryder
Cup team members, has there
been such an array of
supergolfers on the American
squad.
Each has won at least one
tournament in the last year and
most have won two or more.
Nicklaus, Trevino, Littler,
Coody and Palmer have been
playing well recently and each
of the others is capable of rising
to the occasion when they hear
the cry: "The British are
coming!"
Tony Jacklin, the 1970
American PGA champion, is
the only widely known golfer on
the British Ryder Clip contingent this year. Yet some of
the others are playing better
golf than Tony has displayed in
the last few months on the U. S.
tour.

The late Sam Ryder would
like it if he could be at the Old
Wareon Country Club in Ladue.
Mo., just outside St. Louis,
from Sept. 16 through 18.
That's the place and those
are the dates for the Ryder Cup
matches, played every other
year between the 12 top-ranked
American professional goiters
team
a
12-man
and
representing Britain.
The traditional Ryder Cup
Also receiving awards were the
Until 1961, the Ryder Cup
following 12-year-old Little competition was inaugurated in
competition was comprised of
Leaguers: From the Astros: Ken 1927 at Worcester. Mass., four foursome matches one day
Farley, Jerry Jones, Jeffrey where the U. S. team woo over
and eight singles matches the
1
4. Yet the
1
2to 2/
Oakley, Mel Purcell, Eddie the Redcoats,9/
next,each at 36 holes, as Ryder
year
matches
had
their
origin
a
Rollins, Barry Wells and Jay
had decreed.
an Americanearlier
after
Wyatt. From the Athletics:
Then the format was changed
British professional rivalry in
Charles Glisson, Don McCuiston, England witnessed by a
to provide for four 18-hole
Raymond Sims and Marty Stom. wealthy British seed merchant foursomes the opening morning
From the Cards: Nick Johnson, named Samuel A. Ryder.
and four more in the afternoon;
Lee Miller, Ken Brandon, Jeffrey
An avid amateur golfer. eight 18-hole singles the
Recker, Paul Robertson, Mike Ryder was so intrigued by the
morning of the seccrid day and
Stevenson and Darril Watts. fierce 1926 matches — won by
eight more in the afternoon. As
From the Dubs: Ronnie Boyd, the British, 13% to I% — he
in the past, one point was at
Lindsey Hudspeth, Linus Kod- offered to donate a solid gold
stake in each match, so the
total number of points was
man, Benny Pittman, Stephen trophy bearing his name, to be
doubled.
Utley and Donnie Winchester.
fought over in a series of
In 1963, for the first time, a
matches
between
the
From the Nats: Chuck Adams, professionals of the two
day of four-ball matches was
Kenny Adams, Timothy Lane, nations.
added to spur new interest in
Danny Richerson and Jeffrey
the competition. That brought
Ryder specified, among
White. From the Reds: Doug other provisions, that the
the point total to 32.
Allison, Roger Grogan, Terry matches consist of two days of
This year the American
Vance and Michael Wells.
Ryder Cup roster reads like a
play, the first devoted to
' From the Twins: Tommy foursomes, the second to
Who's Who of pro golf, the
Chavis, Ricky Melton, Randy singles matches. He insisted
veteran Jay Hebert as
(Continued from Page 1)
Orr, Kevin Ray, David Taylor, members of the competing
playing captain. In the
will employ new hign-powered
the Ryder Cup points they
t cameras and radiation sensors
Tommy Smith and Pat Webb. teams had to be members of
up in tournament rivalry since to map one-eighth of the entire
From the Yanks: Micky Mc- their respective professional
the MO PGA Championship, limo' surface, picking out detail
Cuiston, David McQuerter, Andy associations and eative-born
citiz.ens of the country they
Ryan and Keith Tabers.
.mall as a picnic table from
represented.
an altitude of 69 miles.
Concluding
the
awards While the format has been
The buggy ride could be
ceremony, president Paul changed slightly, most of Sam
hazardous in the weak gravitaShahan presented the All-Star Ryder's wishes still are some taste of this new twist in
tional pull of the moon. The
caps and said: "It is always fulfilled every two years. The voting ourselves in the recent
machine —resembling a dune
difficult to find words that ex- matches have been played wet-dry election. This editorial
buggy —will enable Scott and
press true feelings, and I will not every other year since 1927, comes from the Republican
Irwin to cover more of the
go into a long, drawn out series of except for those from 1937 Congressional Committee
planet's surface than
all
platitudes. However, as I said through 1946, when World War Newsletter of July 19 and contains some thought provoking previous visitors combined durearlier in the season, it is very 111 intervened.
ing their 20 hours of exploragratifying to know that we have Since 1927, the United States sentiments.
tion.
an organization of dedicated
In all, their ship will rest on
"The ratification of the 26th
leaders who continually show
Amendment on the youth vote the moon's surface for 67
their great devotion to the young
has now set off a mammoth hours.
ball players of our league. The
(Continued from Page 1)
Satellite Around Moon
controversy over where college
managing-coaching has been of a
Scott and Irwin are scheduled
very high quality. The attitudes, Ohio, girls were killed Sunday students will vote.
the awareness of leadership when the car in which they were "Of the 11.3 million potential to blast off the lunar surface
responsibilities, the respect for riding collided with a second new voters between 18 and 21 Monday afternoon and return to
one another and the willingness automobile on rain-slick US 60 at years old, approximately 4 the mother ship. On Wednesto work together for a common Lexington. Dead were Karen million are college students. This day, the astronauts will launch
goal has been truly exceptional. I Faulkner and Gwyndolyn constitutes slightly over half of a satellite which is to circle the
sincerely thank you all for your Johnson, both of Oinctonati.
the total college student moon for a year, transmitting
Pineville:
Jerry
F.
Tamer,
57,
data by radio.
kind cooperation."
population of the U.S.
R.R. 1, Cray,; K
wiis killed
"At least 11 States are involved The new lunar explorers are
Sunday when
struck as in court cases attempting to scheduled for splashdown in the
LOSE LICENSES
she walked on Gilliam Hill on US determine where these new Pacific north of Hawaii on Aug.
ri-E in Bell County.
7, bringing back more samples,
Individuals who have lost their Maceo: Riley F. Kelly, 86, of college students may register for more
miles of film and more
drivers license for the week Maceo, was killed Sunday when voting.
data than the total produced in
"So
far,
Colorado
and
Alaska
ending July 16, 17l, as released the vehicle he was driving was
all previous moon trips.
by the Department of Public struck by another_ on US 60 at have determined that students Apollo
15 carries a $445
may vote in their college towns as
Safety to the Traffic Safety Maceo.
million
pricetag, its cost
they
soon
as
meet
residency
Corrdinating Committee include Crittenden: Repert J. Conrad,
swelled by its duration —two
Elmer Dillon, 1415 Poplar, 18, of Westlandlvtich., was killed requirements. Alabama and New days
longer than Apollo 14, last
Murray, Robert Boyce Davis, Saturday when his car ran off 1-75 Jersey have rejected this winter
—and by the $40 million
Route Five, Murray, Ronald three miles north of Crittenden. Pr0P0nal•
wroth of scientific equipment it
"Should
students
become
Wayne King, 1705 Keeneland, Lone Oak: Two persons were
carried.
Murray, and Kenneth Buel killed and two other injured in a eligible to vote in their college The extra
weight (2.5 tons
Downey, 401 South 12th Street, head-on two-car collision on US towns, some towns would find more than
Apollo 141, the
themselves with heavy student
Murray.
at Lone Oak, McCracken County majorities.
rugged terrain of the landing
Saturday. The victims were Ruth "In
Massachusetts, for site and the unforeseeable
P. Burns and BeauSon Wilkinson example, students could, if hazards of driving the silverboth of Paducah.
registered, control seven com- and-brown Rover increased the
munities outright. In Amherst, risks of this trip.
Mass., students would have a 2 to The astronauts, relaxed and
NEW
YORK (UPI)—The
1 advantage over permanent ready, boarded their spaceship
dock market opened steady in
early in the morning as the sun
residents.
moderate ttrnover today.
Dear Editor,
"Those
favoring
the rose over the Atlantic, coloring
Concern about the economy I would like to pass on a report
a partly cloudy sky with orange
registration
of
students
in
their
and inflation were expected to that is based on a consensus of
college towns believe the youths and pink.
restrict demand for stocks over opinions that I have heard exeffectively disen- They breakfasted on steaks
the near term despite ar- pressed at the city park con- would be
franchised if they had to vote and eggs, were given a final
guments from the Nixon cerning
one of our active absentee in their parents' place physical and pronounced in
administration that inflation is baseball umpires. This umpire is
"great shape."
of residence.
leveling off.
willing to take time and make the "Opponents declare students
GREEN EGGS STOP
Shortly after the opening, the effort to instruct young boys on
towns PURLEIGH, England (UPI
Dow Jones industrial average the rules and acceptable could control college
without even being taxpayers or --Clara, the hen whose green
was ahead 0.73 at 888.51. behavior, to make explanat
having any long term interest in eggs have turned to gold for
Advances topped declines, 115 about his decisions to people who
her owner, farmer Roy Smith,
to 110, among the 321 issues on really want to understand,and to the area.
"Gov. Nelson Rockefeller of is causing Smith some anxious
the tape.
make his calls clear to the bum New York signed a bill last week
moments.
In the steel group, Bethlehem so that their pleasure in watching
which will require a college "She has not laid a green egg
surrendered 4 to 2214, as did the game is increased.
student to prove permanent for more than a week," Smith
Armco to 17. Jones ft Laughlin The fans realize that he is not
residence in the community said Sunday. "I am very
also lost ue to 14%, but US. infallable for he cannot always
before he can register to vote. worried. She is like the goose
*eel held unchanged at 314.
see perfectly as gloves reach out
Some
groups in the State are that laid the golden eggs to me.
• General Motors and Ford fell to tag a runner and at the same
considering a suit against the "I have had letters from all
% each to 79 and 64%, time see the runner as he tries to
new law.
over the world and Sothebys are
• respectively. Chrysler was un- reach the base safely but he calls
further confusion to planning to auction two of her
• changed at 27%, and American the plays as he sees them at that "Adding
picture is a new provision of eggs later this year."
Motors gained % at 6%.
instant. He cannot always bring the
Federal law that sets 30 days as a Clara has laid only two dozen
. Among the chemicals, Union to instant recall every rule he has
maximum
residency green eggs. Smith has sold one
. Carbide climbed kit to 47%, ever learned but must use the
requirement for voting for for 8108 dollars, two have been
Allied Chemical % to 32%. knowledge that he has at that
President. But the provision eaten, three have been hatched,
Monsanto was unchanged at moment. It is the opinion of the
applies to that office only. State 12 are being studied by
fans that Jtunie Washer does a laws on residency "try
44v4.
widely." researchers at London UniversiJersey Standard eased 14 to good job of his work. Good results
ty and he has six left.
791
/
2 in the oils, with Texaco and added pleasure comes from
FIVE CITED
down /
1
2 to 3574. Atlantic his basic constructive attitude. Five persons were cited by the NIXON PHONES PALMER
Richfield and Standard Oil of His willingness to cooperate and Murray Police Department on HARRISON, N.Y. (UPI
California picked up 4 each to give extra time and effort shows Saturday and Sunday. They were Arnold Palmer received a
68and 58, respectively. Nato- in his work. I am sure everyone one for public drunkenness, one phone call from President
wishes Jamie continued good for illegat possession of alcohol, Nixon Sunday congratulating
rnas surrendered et to 81se
IBM dropped a full point to luck lie has earned the respect of one for'reckless driving, one for him on his victory in the
driving while intoxicated and $250,000 Westchester Classic
297 in its group Admiral eased the baseball fans.
was not the first time
revoked licenses, and one kir no
tu, 1634, but Control Data
Sincerely,
gained 3,to 55,4. Motorola and
operator's license, reckless that Nixon has called me:'
Fairchild Camera were un
lying, fleeing police officer, explained Palmer, who receive,,]
:hanged at 7834 and 3414,
and running a red light at 12th 850,000 for his record-setting ISunder-par score of 270. "We arf.
respectively
C M. Scarbrough
and Sycamore Streets.
old friends

Apollo 15 ...
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Death Claims
County Woman

i Continued from Page 11
4th Street was entered over the
reeekend, but nothing was found
missing at 1:40 a.m. today, ac- Mrs. Berne Cunningham of
cording to the city police report. Murray Route Three died
Vandalism at the Robert Saturday at 9:15 a.m. at the
Harris trailer home at 405% Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 87 years of age
North 4th Street was reported to
and her death followed an extee City Police at 1:38 a.m. today.
tended illness.
The police report said a soft drink
bottle had been thrown through a The deceased was the wife of
Andrew Cunningham who died in
window in the trailer.
1954.
She was a member of the
Ellis
of
Almo
Carl
Mrs.
and
Mr.
notified the Sheriff's office of a Peal's Chapel United Methodist
theft of money from their home Church in Trigg County. She was
born July 2, 1884, in Trigg County
on Saturday morning. Deputy
Sheriff Maurice Wilson said a and her parents were the late
Robert Cunningham and Cora
large amount of silver was taken
korn a plantie hahlt in the home. Frances Peal Cunningham.
The thief or thieves left the She is survived by one
Pennies, about $25 to $30 worth, daughter, Mrs. Marie Shekel,
and one grandson, Larry Shekel,
and took only the silver. A back
both of Murray Route Three;
for
the
broken
open
door had been
thief or thieves to gain entry. The several nieces and nephews.
theft occurred on Friday night. Funeral services were held
A heatolator and a child's toy today at 1:30 p.m. at the chapel
tractor were stolen from the Carl of the Max Churchill Funeral
Trask home being constructed Home with Rev. W. A. Farmer
Grocery officiating.
Donelson's
near
sometime during the past two Pallbearers were Robert
weeks. Deputy Sheriff Wilson Cunningham, Homer Cunsaid the theft was discovered by ningham, Oliver White, Jimmy
the Trask family when they Strelic, Tom Boyd, and Tony
arrived at the house construction Munger. Burial was in the
Lawrence Cemetery in Trigg
site on Saturday morning.
County.
SEEKS ROOMATE FOR DOG
WORCESTER, England
(UPI)—Mrs. Gladys Mason is
offering a week's free loding
for anyone prepared to share a
Federal State Market News
bedroom with her dog.
Mrs. Mason, a widow, wants Service July 26, 1971
to go on vacation but cannot Kentucky Purchase Area Hog
take Chip, a 15-month-old Fox Market Report Includes 10
Buying Stations
Terrier.
Receipts: Act. 1995 Est. 750
"Chip is very spoiled and it
Barrows
and Gilts steady Sows
would kill him to have to go
steady
into kennels while I'm away,"
US 1-3 200-230 lbs. $20.00-20.50;
she said.
U§ 2-4 190-240 lbs. 119.75-20.00;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. $19.25-19.75,
Now Yoy Know
By United Press International US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $18.75-19.25;
Swahili, the Bantu language Sows
spoken on the east coast of US 1-2 270-350 lbs. 115.00-15.50;
Africa, gets its name from the US 1-3 300-550 lbs. 114.00-15.00;
Arabic word "Sawahifi," mean- US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 113.00-14.00;
few down to $12.00.
ing coastal.

Purchase Area
Hog Market

=MI
From The

News

Louis T. Hauge of Murray
Route Six was claimed by death
By United Press International on Saturday at 10:20 p.m. at the
CAPE KENNEDY—President Murray-Calloway County
Nixon to Apollo 15 astronauts Hospital. He was 78 years of age
David R. Scott, Alfred M. and his death followed an exThorden and James l3. Irwin tended illness.
The county man moved here in
May 1961 after his retirement
SEATTLE—Kim Meyers, a from his work in Fort Myers, Fla.
witness to the crash of the He was born October 23, 1892, in
San Francisco, California, and
Seattle Monorail:
"I thought the driver was his parents were the late Lars
trying to make a dramatic stop, Hauge and Hansine Tostensea
Hauge. His mother died when he
but it just kept going."
was born, and he was reared by
his
grandparents in Stavanger,
FREELTON, Ont.—Rose Marie Hess, the new Miss Nude Norway,.on the southern coast of
World, on appearing nude the country.
At the age of nineteen, Hauge
before the public:
"Once they've seen me for returned to the United States to
five minutes, there's nothing live with relatives in Iowa. He
later went to Fairbanks, Alaska,
more to look at."
to work with his father in his
greenhouse there, before
returning to San Francisco and
later to Florida. He was a
member of a Lutheran Church in
Norway.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Cromwell Hauge of Murray
Word has been received of the Route Six, who he married April
death of Walter K. Watts of 8, 1950; and two sons, Blake
Frankfort, father of Mrs. Ray P. Whitman Hauge and Louie C.
Moore of Murray, who died Hauge,both of Murray Route Six.
Friday morning at the Kings Funeral services will be held
Daughters Hospital in Frankfort. Tuesday at 10:30 a.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
The deceased, age 74, is sur- Funeral Home with Bro. W.
vived by his wife, Mrs. Rosa Travis Smith officiating.
Harp Watts of Frankfort, two
1sob
daughters, Mrs. Richard Lawson Pallbearers win
of Frankfort and Mrs. Ray P. Williams, A. W. Simmons, Jr.,
(Martha) Moore, College Farm Russell Hargis, Carlos Elkins,
Road, Murray; one brother, James Rudy Allbritten and
Asbury Watts of Franklin, Ind.; Terrell Roberts. Burial will be in
three grandchildren, Sharon, the Lone Oak Cemetery with the
Doug and Bettie Moore, all of arrangements by the Max
Churchill Funeral Home where
Murray.•
blends may call.
Funeral services are being held
today at three p.m. at the First
The cathedral in York,
Church of the Nazarene, Frankfort, with burial in the Frankfort England,is the biggest in northern Europe.
Cemetery.

Mrs. Moore's
Father Expires

JULY
CLEARANCE

Five Die ...

Today's Stock
Market

1.011/111.01101.11.111.11.1.11r,

r

TOS'E'S
In

FOR SALE

NEW SI

LEAC1

ADAMS 312 Road Grade
condition. Phone 753-9807.

NEW TRUCK Load; can
Cash & Carry. Heavy
commercial type, hiback, plush, indoor-o!
prices start $2.50 square 3
to $3.95 square yard, none
Pick anything in house,
lasts. Also vinyl cushion
$1.00 square yard. Low oie
Volume
buying. P
Discount House, Hazel
tucky,492-9733.

ELE
FRIGIDAIRE
range, only $25.00. Phe
2277.

YAMAHA AT-1, Ceriani
expansion chamber wit
cer, high compressior
knobby tire, excellent cc
South Fulton, Tenn. Call
$13-

1986 MARLEY DAVID
well dressed. Phone 75
753-8426.

1970 HONDA 450 &mind
mileage, good conditioi
plete with helmets and le
Phone 753-4115 after 6:001
t. J28C

OUTDOOR SETTE rock
living room chair, biz
maple. Phone 753-5954.

AKC TOY Poodles an
Setter Puppies. Phone 753
1862.

Murray

9- new roller skates (SW
Carrying case, size 9. fi
cat.Phone 489-2373 anytii

CENTRAL SHOPPING
CENTER
Open 9 a.m.-9 p.m.-Mon.-Sat.
1 to 6 p.m. Sundays

1970 MINI TRAIL Hondi
with bumper racks. Ph
2303.

YAMAHA 350 cc 1970. I
5394.

Save
ONE RACK

LADIES BLOUSES
Long sleeve, wide
assortment. Ideal for
Fall & Winter.

LADIES JAMAICAS
LADIES SLACKS

40% OR

Red, white & blue stars
& stripes.
REG. $3.9,

33% On

REDUCED
TO CLEAR!!

LARGEST VARIETY ol
in Kentucky. No incr
prices. Country Boy Ste
tinny Surplus Folks.
from Hopkinsillle, June
117& 164. Open Sundays u
p.m.

/
2
'GLASTRON BOAT,
tl) 141
d' electric start Johnson
skiis, convertible,
mooring cover, and a
accessories. Boat 3 we
$2050.00. Phone 753-6344.

10x5$ Mobile Home witt
Extendo on living r
bedrooms, carpeted,:
sulated, two air conc
Available August 7th. S
Mobile Home Village.
Call 753-9949.

EXTRA STRONG sofa
Matching chair, $10.00.
dinette table with chror
$10.00. Phone 753-3984.

SLABS & SAWDUST.
Avery Lumber Co„ 1
Tenn.

SPECIAL ASSORTMENT!

MEN'S SHIRTS

Save

SAVE
DIAPER
SETS
REG. $2.99
154

One Group
LADIES

One Group

SCOOTER SKIRTS

25%
OFF

LADIES

Roil Sleeve
BLOUSES

40% OFF

FREEZERS—NEW 23
chest, $224.40 delivered,:
upright $244.66 de
Montgomery Ward,510 h
1966.
SPOTS BEFORE your te
the carpet that is) Cle
Blue Lustre and rent
shampooer for $1.0(
Western Auto, Home
Wishing Well."

USED GAS range, us
Phone 4364889.

BELTONE FACTOR'
hearing aid batteries for
hearing aids. Wallis Drug

CREOSOTED POLES,
barn construction, unit
and boat docks. Murray
Co., Maple Street, 1
Kentucky.

MUST SELL AKC
miniature poodle mpg
grown males and !emelt
and up. Phone anytime 41
N5,5

r71
THE LEDGER & TIMES
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FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

AUTOS FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR *SALE

Author Caldwell
blisters kids

1960 CADILLAC Sedan DeVille, LOT ON Peggy Ann Drive. Phone
J26P
under 60,000 miles, one owner. In 753-2632 after 4:00 p.m.
SPICHIR$
TIBRINITIS
good condition. Phone 492J27C PRICED TO MOVE by owner,
8273.
Are Poison
11111 Year Home
brick home durably built for
1952 LIIENTROLET Pick-up, good future retirement, leaving town
careful to keep far, far away.
By RAY McHUGH
condition, 14" wheels. Phone 753- because of business. Desirable,
While we still lived in England
Bureau
Chief,
Washington
J27C quiet location, near university,
8997 after 8:00p.m.
where I was born, auntie would
Copley News Service
ik
,new high school and elementary.
ROACHS
frequently gather together
•
Mention
Carry Germs
baths.
WASHINGTON
full
2
and
bedrooms
large
3
REAL -ESTATE FOR SALE
outworn garments which her
Convenient kitchen with eating novelist Taylor Caldwell at a family had discarded and
85 acres near lake on blacktop
Gil nto Of
space, and desired counters and Georgetown cocktail party and
Dixieland Shopping Center
prepare them for the women's
road, spring fed creek about one
PESTS
shelves. Large living room and you'll generate 10 minutes of guild of our local Anglican
mile east of Faxon. $9,995.00
patio opening onto attractive the most heated conversation
church. She would sit before
4N
private lawn. Abundant war- you can handle.
the fireplace, I recall, and
190 acres completely fenced,
Praise
and
never
her
you'll
ADAMS 312 Road Grader. Good USED KUSTOM model 200 Amp.
drobe and storage space
singing some sad Scots or Irish
good road, plenty of water for a
invited again!
condition. Phone 753-9807. J30C and Gibson model 330 TD guitar.
throughout house. Extra large be
ballad in a vet-) moving
good livestock operation. Priced
Taylor Caldwell is the kind of soprano, she would carefully
Leach's Music & T.V. Dixieland
garage-possible income
less than $125.00 per acre.
NEW TRUCK Load; carpet sale; Shopping Center.
apartment. Located 104 N. 18th. woman who couldn't care less. snip every single button off the
J26C
Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
J31C She's liberated, articulate, clothing. . ."
Cash & Carry. Heavy shag,
Call 753-6527.
Summery
...
round
Winter and
a day the year
A small farm of 40 acres on good
irtelligent, waspy on occasion
That's only the first
commercial type, hi-density REMOVE CARPET paths and
gravel road 4 miles east of New
and downright devastating
paragraph!
back, plush, indoor-outdoor; spots: fluff beaten down nap with
Concord and only two miles from
when she finds a lowercase
Consider these:
prices start $2.50 square yard, up Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
has
lake,
some
in her sights.
tillable
good
land.
liberal
"Children are tough little
to $3.95 square yard, none higher. $1.00 at Big K.
J31C
Low price of $7,400.00.
tender
not
Ever since Sen. Barry animals,
Pick anything in house, while it
and
Persons were charged, entered Goldwater hove on the national blossoms. . ."
lasts. Also vinyl cushion floor at
FOR RENT
Good house, shop building and as of guilty, and were fined in the horizon and began to question
"As a peaceful person, I am
$1.00 square yard. Low overhead;
nineteen acres only one mile City Court of City Judge William welfare policies and to suggest willing to live and let live. But a
buying. Paschall NICE CLEAN Three room furVolume
from south city limits. Enough Donald Overbey on Friday, July that men had a certain liberal will not, if he can help it,
100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Discount House, Hazel, Ken- nished apartment with new bath,
pasture to raise a few head of 16, and Monday, July 19. Names responsibility for taking care of let you live in peace, or coming
or
Nite
Day
tucky, 492-9733.
J27P air conditioned. Couple or two
Phone 753-3914
cattle. A good shop building for placed on the permanent court themselves, Miss Caldwell has down to the matter, let you live
boys. Days call 753-6676, nights
at all. . ."
Nome Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeais
been "noticed."
auto work,etc. Call us for the low records were as follows:
ELECTRIC 753-4716.
J28C
FRIGIDAIRE
"Children have not changed.
selling price of this fine property. David William Ginn, reckless
Her
A
,
rugged
Licensed
by
individualist's
of
State
Kentucky
range, only $25.00. Phone 436And they are still wickedly
driving, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. view of life has delighted, inv• Member Chamber of Commerce
J26C NICE LAKE front apartment for
=77.
clever. They fervently agree
For action on the sale of your William B. Bean, driving while timidated and scandalized a
with the new doctrine that they
rent for up to four persons.
costs
$100.00
fined
intoxicated,
us!
property list it with
decade of book clubs, PTAs,
are innocent flowers, pure and
YAMAHA AT-1, Certain shocks, Everything furnished including
$10.00.
clubs,
Women's
garden
REFINISHING
FURNITURE
PROFESSIONAL, EXuncorrupted and piteous, the
expansion chamber with silen- row boat, linens, etc.-T.V. dr air
All work guaranteed. Free pick. PERIENCED painter, will work Calude L. Miller Broker 753-5064 Dwain R. Dugger, driving Leagues of Voters, etc., from
prey of heartless adults . . . So
cer, high compression head, conditioned. $60 per week. Phone
$100.00
fined
intoxicated,
while
Bar
Ls
to
Harbor,
Maine,
Jolla,
753-3059
)
up and delivery. Free estimate. contract jobs, on hourly basis, 418 Main Street (Home
in concert with the child-lovers
knobby tire, excellent condition, 436-5320.
J31C
Calif.
John C. Neubauer, Associate costs $10-00.
Antique or natural finish. Jerry has own equipment. Call 489they are getting away with
South Fulton, Term. Call 901-479Before she became the un753-7531. Bobby Joe- Causey, reckless
Broker
Aug2/1C 2287.
McCoy,753-3045.
wholesale murder in our
J30C
J26C
PLENTY
TRAILER space;
1413.
of
delight
J26C driving, fined $10.00 costs $10.00. predictable
schools .. . The schools are in
_
beautiful, quiet living. Highway
Charles E. Dozier, public traditionalists, her works total chaos."
1966 BARLEY DAVIDSON 74, No. 121, Kentucky Lake, Division
NEW THREE bedroom borne drunkenness, fined $20.00 costs dotted libraries and book club
"No one, of course, is conwell dressed. Phone 753-8043 or No. 3. Write to P.O. Box 32-0,
lists.
with bath, overlooking Kentucky $10.00.
vinced that society is in need of
J29C Murray,Kentucky.
Now
were
those
novels.
But
August2C
753-8426.
public
Tucker,
Lonnie
Lake, 16 miles from Murray,
protection from our terrible
Taylor Caldwell, the mother,
some finish work yet to be done, drunkenness, given three days in has tucked between the covers
offspring, the result of our
1970 HONDA 450 Scrambler, low
Why settle for temporary
includes boat ramp and beach /ail.
of a 159-page book a blunt, secular, 'loving' education and
mileage, good condition. Comarea privileges, $7,850.00. Phone Joe Wilson, public drunken- disturbing and penetrating
are
results
Permanent
relief?
the sick pampering they
plete with helmets and back rest.
jail.
in
days
two
given
ness,
Indianapolis,Ind.,356-4469 or 356Vacation Cabin
receive in our homes. We are
guaranteed with the new
of
her
own
comparison
Phone 753-4115 after 6:00 p.m.
public
TFC Geneva Willoughby,
reaping the harvest of our own
E956.
and
of
that
the
childhood
Enjoy
on
Located
INSTANTRON.
Kentucky
Lake
J26C
drunkenness, fined $10.00 costs
weaknesses,. ."
rebellious
younger
generation
Furnished 2 bedroom, in
-"Feather-Touch" comfort.
$10.00.
•'We have been victimized for
with its permissive parents.
PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
OUTDOOR SETTE rocker, also eluding linens, dishes, T.V.
speeding,
without
consultation
Matting,
Call for
Mark S.
tens of millions of 'victims' all
If it were a movie, educators
105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
living room chair, birds eye air conditioner. Rent by day
fined $10.00 costs $10.00.
obligation.
and professional sociologists over the world, who are sassy
Phone 753-7358,after 4:00
J27NC week or month.
maple. Phone 753-5954.
Billy R. Kimbro, speeding, would probably rate it "X," not and fat now and hate our
TFC
PsI.
fined $100.00 costs $10.00.
Phone
because of obscene four4etter guts.. ."
AKC TOY Poodles and Irish
"It is a joy to the people of
words, but because of plainSetter Puppies.Phone 753MACDONALD'S NEW JOB
like my generation to know that we
ideas
spoken
four-letter
OWNER
by
Mayfield
SALE
FOR
Al4C
Phone 247-6698 606 Brook Haven
1862.
CLEVELAND (Uri)-Parker "work," •'love," "home" and fought the world with the help
of God, and were triumphant.
Four bedroom tri-level near MacDonald, the mentor of the "duty."
,
LARGE ROOMS with recreation SEP11C J'ANJIL_Oeaning, back
BUSHHOG vacant lots new 1210 school. Large den with -Cteweland Barons of the AmertHow dare we deny this joy to
vau,
with
is
book
latest
Miss
Caldwell's
• new miler skates (°it° freearea. COuntry Estate. Phone 436- hoe work. Phone Rex Camp, 753inside city limits. Reasonable fire place, two full baths. fully can Hockey League, Friday entitled "On Growing Up our grandchildren? The rules
-203.
carrying case, size 9. Also
,j29c rates. Phone 753-3798.
A 10C equipped kitchen, separate was named general manager Tough." She describes it as "an whereby we lived are still the
5933.
July29C6P
cat.Phone 489-2373 anytime. J
dining
room,
carpeted and head coach of the New irreverent memoir." ( Devin- rules of life. .."
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
Central heat and Haven club. New Haven will Adair Co. $5.95.
throughout.
"How about giving the decent
IVO MINI TRAIL Honda, 70 cc, apartment, living room, bath and
It doesn't take long for a American people a rest, too,
air, spacious closets and enter the AHL in the 1972-73
with bumper racks. Phone 489- kitchen. Private entrance and
from taxes and war and the
season and will have a working reader to get her idea.
garage. Price reduced.
J26C driveway. Air-conditioned.
2303.
opening Poor, and the Creeps and the
the
Consider
affiliation with the Minnesota
Utilities furnished. Phone* 753-Underprivileged,
Culturally
North Stars. The Connecticut paragraph:
PHONE 753-6690
"I began being a con- Deprived, and Disadvantaged,
J26P
team has been a long-time
YAMAHA 350 cc 1970. Call 753- 5619 after 5 p.m.
member of the Eastern Hockey servative when I was very and telling the whole damn
5394.
J26P
young. A liberal aunt of mine, bunch of those 'victims' to spit
BEAUTIFUL 7 room house,
LOUISVILLE, KY. Ph. 637-2778
LAKE LOTS for sale (80' to 205') League.
who had never herself been in on their hands and go to work to wall carpeting,
wall
furnished,
streetweather
all
on
frontage
LARGEST VARIETY of pistols
MEMPHIS, TENN. Ph. 525-1415
2 baths, central heat and air,
of need of anything material, had or starve?"
bumper
the
on
seen
Sign
access-Central
$1395-Lake
to
$695
;. in Kentucky. No increase in
I told you Taylor Caldwell
living room with fire-place,
water system. $10 to $14 down and a New Jersey car: "What if a deep passim for the Poor,
NASHVILLE, TENN. Ph. 256-5847
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
and patio. For school
a war and nobody from whom she was very doesn't mince words.
on
carport
put
they
J26C
436-5320.
per
month.
Phone
Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles season.
comes!"
Adults only. Phone 753ST. LOUIS, MO. Ph. 436-5332
from HopkinsVIlle, Junction Ky.
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
9606.
J26C
BEAUTIFUL BRICK home, 2
117 & 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
MOO
00MM 000
bedrooms, large living room,
6 Irritate
ACROSS
Aug30C
MOO IMMO 0000
p.m.
7 Condescending
aen, kitchen, dining room, full
FURNISHED
APARTMENTS
MOO OV
000000
HELP WANTED
look
1 Bishopric
8
HELP WANTED
size basement, closed in back
OOT 3MM 000
8 Peril
4 Labor
2'GLASTRON BOAT, 50 H.P. we and two bedrooms. Washers
/
141
3U00 MOO 0000
9 Frozen water
Plunge
MAN OR WOMAN to sell porch, on corner lot. 311 S. 11th.
electric start Johnson motor, and dryers available. Zim10 Through
MIi
0015I D00
WANTED DENTAL assistant, no
Phone
7534548
after
:
4
00
p.m.
merman
South
to
16th
Products
Apartments,
body
Heavenly
11
ster
Household
Rawleigh
onster
12
trailer,
skiis, convertible,
1110 =MOM 00
experience necessary. Send
Prefix: not
16
card
High
13
J2FIC
753-6609.
Phone
an
up
J27C
Street.
and
families. Can'tnake $3
000 BOU MM0
mooring cover, and all other
18 Organ of
14 Symbol for
resume to P.O. Box 32-J, Murray,
0000 000 00001
hearing
hour-part or full time. Write
tantalum
accessories. Boat 3 weeks old,
J27C
Kentucky.
cymbals
Hindu
20
M5M
OMP 1300
15 Tiny
giving phone no.: Ray Harris, OWNER IS selling custom built
$2050.00. Phone 753-6344. J27NC
22 Father and
17 Sharper
OM ono ammo
mother
Rawleigh Co., Freeport, Illinois brick home, leaving town. Three
ill
gam norm 000
PLANT ENGINEER, must have
cloth
25 Underworld god
2Kno
21931
or call 815-232-4161 between 8 and large bedrooms, two full baths,
000 MO@ 000
27 Flying mammal
Tattered
10x5$ Mobile Home with 10 x 10
degree, minimum of 3 years 4:30.
54
J28C abudant wardrobe and storage
29 At present 24 Peruse
Extend() on living room, 3
experience. Salary to $14,000.00
30 Golf mound
26 Experimental
space, convenient kitchen
Baffling
46
pronoun
Old
57
sheep
Female
32
Baker
bedrooms, carpeted, fully inFee negotiable. Baker &
problem
arrangement including many
59 Stroke
34 Number
rirk
(
ugan
s:
Lrfoasee
83 8880
8
263
WANT TO BUY
sulated, two air conditioners.
Employment Service, 1025 West
60 Be in debt
36 Definite article 48 Music' as
31 Falsehood
kitchen cabinets, large living
written
Kentucky.
Mayfield,
Broadway,
Available August 7th. Set up in
Native metal
61
Inlet
37
sq.
Approximately 5300
room with direct access to
Essence
ne
ofeggs
335
63 Simian
39 Before
J27C WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970
Mobile Home Village. $2900.00
Phone 247-1501.
artery
5 Chief02
Initials 26th
attractive
and
patio
comfortable
67 Teutonic deity
40 Openwork
53 Melody
pick-up truck. Low Mileage In
President
J27P ft, fire resistant building.
Call 753-9949.
fabric
lawn. Located in fine area near
69 Man's •
55 Greenland
good condition. Phone 753-6030
nickname
settlement
Declared
43
41 -Pronoun
EXTRA STRONG sofa, $15.00.
Need after 5:00p.m.
TFNC University, Grade School and
Call after 5:00 p.m. CAN YOU qualify?business
42 Pronoun
3 tr 9. 4 5
7 roc:8
6
Will 10
104
Located
new
School.
High
Matching chair, $10.00. Yellow
someone to assist in my
44 Sea eagle
90:
4
.
MI
:•::`
45-Recent
dinette table with chrome trim,
three hours a day, five days a WANT TO BUY, side tool boxes North 18th Street. Phone 753Iiihir:r. 13
PHONE 753-7370
WI::
2
I
11
47 Dines
J27C LAOS DOPE -Gen. Ouane 49
J27P
$10.00. Phone 753-3984.
9 week. Salary $65.00 per week. For for pick-up truck with long wheel 6527.
Greek IOW
14
16
18
17
klXv:
51 Pronoun
N
Miss
call
interview
113
chief
personal
SMALL FARM. good location; Rathikone (above),
....•
Refrigerator
Rowland
base.
Apartment,
Devoured
54
BEDROOM
TWO
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. M.
Wiggins between 1 and 3 o'clock Service, 110 S. 12th. Phone 753- business or future investment. of staff of the Laotian army
Pigpen
2I
19 •20
n *.9.23
tile bath, air conditioner
*M.O.
58Pronounun
56
Avery Lumber Co., Puryear, ceramic
'I'Vli
p.m., at the Holiday Inn, 753-5986. 2825.
J26C One mile East Murray, ap- until he retired in early 59 Vegetable
No pets,,
stove.
and
24
25
90% 26•illKO
28•29 30
acis
TFC
years,
.......•
30
after
Term.
July
Wedor
Tuesday
erty
Monday,
10
rI
p
on
abb
o
(
rn
acres pasture.
Afternoon
proximately
62 n
:!.1.);
..4t.
J26C
753-7457.
Phone
J27C WANT TO BUY; logs and Hog wire fencing, stables, water. cused by Rep. Robert 64 Registered
nesday.
A.," ••••••
•••••• vo,
4.01.!
FREEZERS-NEW 23 cu. tt. NEW TWO bedroom duplex
114::
11111$9111
1111
.
Steele, R-Conn., of being 66
Region
65 Reserence
standing timber. Also have for Cozy older 7 room house, modern.
40
36 a::::::la
39
chest, $224.40 delivered, 21 cu. ft. apartment. Central heat and air,
traffickers
chief
the
of
one
•4t
•
imi
sim
re.%
For
call
436appointment
lumber and sawdust.
$4'
upright $244.66 delivered, carpet, $130.00 per month. Phone FULL TIME permanent em- sale
in drugs in Southeast Asia. 68 Top of head
%v. 45
Max6N
Ifigi 44
Lumber 2173.
TFC
and
Mill
Saw
'Murray
drug
nickname
local
in
Man's
70
lady
for
ployment
..
M.:.
Montgomery Ward,510 Main 753- 753-7850.
Steele said U.S. attempts 71 German title
46 kill:Ots•
TFC
TFC
753-4147.
Phone
borne,
Co.
LOVELY FIVE bedroom
store. Experience helpful but not
ill.V.:iill
47
TFC
52 ill
61::::::31
to stop sale of drugs to GIs
1966.
noteido's high
•:•:•.•
necessary. Send complete
full basement, large corner lot, is hampered by the Laos 72
NOTICE
:::::.
MI
SPOTS BEFORE your eyes? (on
•:•:.:
1/11:iii:,
58
FOR RENT OR LEASE
75x150. Owner transferring. 1700 government and South
resume to P.O. Box 32-C, Murray,
%•.*: ••••:.I=
7Oa
DOWN
the carpet that is) Clean with
J28C LARGE FOUR bedroom house,-Miller. Asking $17,500.00 Phone Vietnam military c o m40.
59 .
Kentucky.
Mg -:::.: 62
63
64I
Blue Lustre and rent a new
1 Look fixedly
TFC mand. He said Laos troops
NOTICE
lease or rent option to reliable 753-4178.
shampooer for $1.00 from
Babylonian
2
IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS party. For appointment call 753refineries
971
...'41, 6S 69
deity
BY OWNER nice 3 bedroom protect opium
If you do not receive your
Western Auto, Home of "The
available for four women. Ex- 8949.
ye,
along the Mekong River
ai 72
J27C
3
Recede
753call
conditioned,
p.m.
six
by
paper
air
heat,
gas
house,
J28C
Wishing Well."
cellent earnings. No experience
and provide heroin trans4 Sum
carpet. Phone 753-4440 if no an- port in military aircraft.
9269 between 6:00 and 6-30
Distr. be United eatery Syndinet. IIx
5 King of Bashen
necessary, we train. For in
J27C
pm
swer,
753-1948.
call
USED GAS range, used T.V.
terview appointment call 753-1711
Phone 436-5899.
J37(
or 753-9745.
L'11 Abner
figure need lin
YOUR
DOES
DIDN'T SAY
A14'LL KILL YO'
RECKON
BELTONE FACTORY fresh
orrosuAL
NOTH I N'
proving? Call Shapemakers of
bEFO'As4 LETS
SAFE
IT'S
make
all
MONEY
for
EARN
MORE
batteries
aid
hearing
sIGN15OUT
RISK YORE
ONUSUA1_
Murray 753-2962. Weight loss
FO'USTO
work for national firm
hearing aids. Wallis Drugs. 1TC
FLOWERSL1FES AMONG
FEMALESA25C Contact
IN
guaranteed.
GO
opening new accounts this area.
TI-I' WHANIEAM
FREE.NITUAN
r‘n-Fr:J
-1°Lj
EiLOSSOMS::
CREOSOTED POLES, for pole ELECITtOLUX SALES & Ser- Top earnings. Write Manager,
J26P
barn construction, utility poles vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Box 18431,Tampa,Fla.
and boat docks. Murray Lumber Sanders, phone 362-2468, FarTRAINIINIG
Co.. Maple Street, Murray, mington, Kentucky.
A5C HOMEiVORKERS
WANTED:
a day
elost
n atiO
f
ITC,
Kentucky.
part-time,full-time work at home
LOST Sr FOUND
mailing our circulars. For details
4k
,
17
MUST SELL AKC toy or
NAVY Billfold rush self-addressed, stamped
AdSmtOCsaSIIII°1
miniature poodle puppies, full LOST: WOMAN'S
Im- envelope and 35c to US Engrown males and females. $35.00 near West Main Street.
portant papers inside. If found terprises, P.O. Box 813-A7,
and up. Phone anytirnt 489J28C please call Pat at 753-9427. TEN(' Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
3655.

NEW SHIPMENT 8 TRACK
CAR TAPES
9.95 each
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
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ir Pays all cash direct to you (not to doctor or hospital).
-4)( Pays you cash at the rate of $500.00 a month
ic Guaranteed Renewable for Life. National Home
for each hospital stay...even for life, if necessary.
guarantees never to cancel your protection no
-4( Pays in addition to any other companies'coverage
matter how old you become or how many claims you have.
you have-including Medicare.
No salesman will call-No medical examination required-No age limit

"Show me the man yg

I will know what kind

are, for it shows mg

ideal manhood is, an

be"

ACT NOW-YOUR ENROLLMENT FORM MUST BE MAILED BY MIDNIGHT, THURS., JULY 29, OR IT CANNOT BE ACCEPTED
NI out of two families will have someone in the hospital this
year! It could be you - or some beloved member of your
family-tomorrow...next week ...next month. Sad to say, very
few families have anywhere near enough coverage to meet today's soaring hospital costs. These costs have doubled in just a
few short years.
Stop for a moment. Think how much a long stay in the hospital will cost you or a loved one. How would you ever pay for
costly, but necessary, X-rays, doctor bills, drugs and medicines?
What would you do if your pay check stopped, but living expenses kept going on the same as ever? The same rent, phone,
food, all the day-to-day expenses that never stop.
What is the average breadwinner to do? We believe we have
the answer in our National Home plan that...
Pays you $500.00-a-month tax-free
cash when you are hospitalized.
What a blessing it is when you know you have $500.00 cash
coming in every month when you go to the hospital. You get
your $500.00-a-month cash - tax-free - as long as you are confined in the hospital. You are covered from the very first day
for accidents and from the sixth day for sickness- even.1°i'
life, if necessary! Most everyone has some insurance or savings
to take care of a one to five-day hospital stay. Since we provide lifetime benefits, this "deductible" feature enables us to
give you broad coverage at a lower cost than would otherwise
be possible.
Now, this low-cost plan from National Home enables you to
enjoy this protection at once. Your introductory rate is just
25e for the first month's coverage for your entire family. Then,
you may continue at National Home's regular low rates.
The added protection you NEEDI
All benefits of this $500.00-a-month plan are paid directly to
you, in tax-free cash, in addition to whatever you may receive
from your insurance with any other company! Use the money
as you see fit -for hospital or doctor bills, mortgage or rent
payments, to replace savings-or any necessary, but costly, expenses not covered by other hospital policies.
Everything costs more these days (need we tell you?) and
hospital care is certainly no exception! While 7 out of 8 Americans have same hospital insurance, most have found it does
not cover all bills that pile up when sickness or accident strikes.
That's why National Home developed this low-cost plan that
helps you pay hospital costs or other expenses.
We can never cancel your policy!
You can count on this wonderful protection no matter how old
you become or how many times you collect from us. Your policy
guarantees that we can never cancel your protection for any
reason whatsoever. It is Guaranteed Renewable for Life! In
addition, your rates can never be changed unless there is a general rate adjustment on all policies of this type in your entire
state.

O

65 OR OVER? YOU COLLECT
IN ADDITION TO MEDICARE BENEFITS
We have designed this plan as a valuable addition to
whatever is paid by Medicare-or health insurance you
may have with any other companies. Regardless of the
coverage you already have, this National Home plan
pays you at the rate of $250.00 a month for the first 3
months, and $500.00 monthly while hospitalised thereafter. Coverage for accidents begins the first day. Coverage for sickness begins the sixth day. Both coverages
continue for life, if necessary.
And that's not all. Suppose you have a growing family this policy (NH10-669) ...
Pays you $300.00-o-month cash when
'
any dependent child Is hospitalized.
When you choose Coverage for Children, all your unmarried
dependent children from age one month through 18 years are
covered, too! What's more, any newborn children you have in
the future are covered automatically at the age of one month
-at no additional cost to you. And whenever any of your children go to the hospital, this National Home plan pays you at
the rate of $300.00-a-month cash, for as long as necessary.
Children are covered for accidents from the first day and for
sickness from the sixth day.
Pays you tax-free cosh for Maternity Benefits, too.
With this plan, you can also collect cash at the rate of $500.00
a month for every day you are confined to the hospital for pregnancy, childbirth, or even miscarriage. You get this cash, which
is yours to use as you see fit, when Coverage for Children and
Maternity Benefits have been added to the basic plan. Of
course, both parents must be enrolled in this plan for the entire period of pregnancy.
Pays you $400.00-a-month cosh

for a Registered Nurse at Home.
Here's a wonderful "get well" benefit of this National Home
plan: You collect cash benefits at the rate of 400.00 a month
when your doctor has you employ a full-time registered nurse
within five days after you come home, following a stay in the
hospital of five days or more for which you received benefits.
You are paid for the same number of covered days that you
were in the hospital-even up to 12 full months!
Doable Cash Accident Benefit.
When you and your insured spouse are hospitalized at the
same time for an accidental injury, this National Home plan
pays you an EXTRAORDINARY DOUBLE CASH BENEFIT. You receive not $500.00 but $1,000.00 a month. Your
spouse receives not $500.00 but $1,000.00 a month. That's
$2,000.00 in all, in cash payments to you every month (when
under age 65) starting the day you enter the hospital for as
long as you both remain there.

CASH for each accident or
PAYS $500.00-A-MONTH
illness. Coverage for accidents begins the very
first day in the hospital; sickness

PAYS
PAYS

coverage begins the sixth day in the hospital.
$250.00-A-MONTH CASH for the first three
months, when you're 65 or over. And a full
$500.00-A-MONTH CASH thereafter-even for
life. Coverage for accidents begins the very
first day in the hospital; sickness coverage begins the sixth day in the hospital.
$300.00
:A•MONTH CASH if a covered child is
hospitalized for injury or illness. Coverage for
accidents begins the very first day in the hospital; sickness coverage begins the sixth day
in the hospital. And the benefits continue for
as long as necessary.
$2,000.00-A-MONTH CASH when both husband and wife (under age 65) are hospitalized
at the same time for accidental injury for as
long as both remain in the hospital-even for
life, if necessary.
$400.00-A-MONTH CASH for a registered
nurse at home if your doctor has you hire one
within five days following a covered hospital
confinement of five days or more.
up to $2,000.00 CASH for complete accidental
loss of limbs or eyesight.

Pays yet. vp to $2,000.00 cash

for these accidental losses...
The accidental loss of limbs or eyesight can be terrible. But
if such loss occurs any time within 90 days of the accident, you
collect $1,000.00 for the complete loss of a hand or a foot or
the sight of an eye-and $2,000.00 for loss of two limbs or the
sight of both eyes.
Waiver of premium benefit.
THIS NATIONAL HOME PLAN WILL PAY ALL PREMIUMS that come due for you and all Covered Members of your
family should you-the policyowner-be hospitalized for eight
consecutive weeks or more. Yes, after 8 weeks of confinement,
your premiums are taken care of by us. And your protection
continues just the same as if you were paying the premiums
yourself. Then, if you leave the hospital and must return for
the same condition before you have resumed full normal activities for 90 days, we will again pay any premiums coming due
while you are in the hospital. This means you pay no premiums, yet your full protection remains in force for as long as
you are in the hospital. This protection applies only when the
policyowner is hospitalized.
These are the ONLY exclusions,
Your National Home policy coven every kind of sickness or accident except conditions caused by: act of war; any mental disease or

PAys
PAYS

PAYS

disorder; pregnancy, except as provided under the Maternity Benefit
provision; and any sickness or injury you had before the Effective
Date of your policy.
...daring the first 2 years only.
This last provision is a real help if you already have a health
problem. If you are sick before you take out this policy, you
will even be covered for that condition after the policy has been
in effect for 2 years. Meanwhile, of course, every new condition
is covered.
Nationally known and respected.
This is the kind of outstanding protection you may have seen
in Reader's Digest, Parents', National Geographic and other
leading publications. The special plans offered by the National
Liberty Corporation group of companies are today helping
policyowners in all 50 states - and many foreign countries paying benefits at the rate of :pure than $1,500,000.00 a month.
In addition, our Company has a RECOMMENDED rating
from Best's Insurance Reports, one of the foremost insurance
authorities in the nation.
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Enclose Form in envelope with 254 and mail to:
National Home, Valley Forge, Pa. 19481
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OFFICIAL ENROLLMENT FORM
vvvvvvvvvvvvvvv
Official Enrollment Form for the Hospitalization Indemnity Plan
NATIONAL HOME LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
An Old Line Legal Reserve Company of St. Louis, Missouri
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE: VALLEY FORGE, PENNSYLVANIA

1

E

(Please Print)
r.40
3
NAME mks

5-1421-0-40

MISS
First
I

Middle initial

1

CITY

3

DATE OF BIRTH

ZIP

AGE
Month

Day

.

SEX

Year

Male• Female[]

OCCUPATION
g

List all dependents to be covered under this Plan: (DO NOT include name that appears above. Use separate sheet if necessary.)
NAME (Please Print)

RELATIONSHIP

1

SEX
.

DATE OF BIRTH
MONTH DAY
YEAR

AGE

2
3
4
5
D Check here if you want Coverage for your Children.
•Check here if you want Coverage for your Children and Maternity Benefits.
I hereby enroll in National Home's Hospital Plan and am enclosing the first month's premium to cover myself and all other
Covered Members listed above To the best of my knowledge and belief neither I nor any person listed above has been
refused or had cancelled any health, hospital or life insurance coverage due to reasons of health. I understand that this Policy will become effective when issued and that pre-existing conditions will be covered after two years.
Signature X
Date
NMA.10

NM10-669 Ee 5(soo)
MAIL THIS ENROLLMENT FORM BEFORE MIDNIGHT,THURS.,JULY 29,1971
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You collect cash at the rate of $300.00 a month whenever
any of your children (age 1 month through 18 years) go
to the hospital-if Coverage for Children is added to the
basic plan. Coverage for accidents begins on the first daysickness on the sixth day. And if you have a growing family
-as soon as any newborn child is one month old, he, too,
is covered-automatically ... at no additional cost.
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other. He had clifficul

4. Will you pay me cash benefits for pregnancy?
Yes, when Coverage for Children and Maternity Benefits
have been added to the basic plan. You collect cash at the
rate of $500.00 a month for pregnancy, childbirth or miscarriage that results in a hospital stay. (Both parents have
to be enrolled in this plan for entire pregnancy period.)

off since he apparent'
he came up on ti

that

(Continued on Pa.

I'm hospitalized for a long time and can't
meet my premium payments?
If you-the policyowner-are hospitalized for 8 consecutive weeks or more, this plan will PAY ALL PREMIUMS that
come due for you and all Covered Members of your family
while you are confined to the hospice, beyond this initial 8week period. You aren't expected to pay us back, either.
5. Suppose

6. Will my protection be cancelled because I
many claims?

have
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NOI Only

you can cancel-the Company cannot-no matter
how many claims you have or how old you become ... or
for any other reason whatsoever. A GUARANTEED RENEWABLE FOR LIFE clause has been written into your policy,
and we're bound by it.
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7. Now tell me what's the "catch" - what doesn't my
policy cover?
Get ready for•welcome surprise. Your policy Covers everything except conditions caused by: act of war; any mental
disease or disorder, pregnancy, except as provided under
the Maternity Benefit provision; confinements within a U.S.
Government hospital or a nursing or convalescent facility;
and any sickness or Injury you had before the Effective
Date of your policy-but even this last "exclusion" is done
away with after you've been • policyowner for only two
years. Everything else is definitely covered.

Medical Costs Skyrocketing!
Hossein Charges or. up 170%

Plan To
Of VEE

8. What are the requirements to enroll in this National
Home plan?
You must not have been refused or had cancelled any
health, hospital or life insurance due to reasons of health;
and to qualify during this Enrollment Period-you must
enroll before midnight of the date shown on the Enrollment
Form.

By Herbert L.

9. Besides saving money-are there any other advantages to joining this plan during this Enrollment Period?
Yes. A very important one is that you don't need to complete a lengthy, detailed application-just the brief Enrollment Form in the corner of this page. Also, during this
Enrollment Period there are no extra requirements for eligibility, and no "waivers" or restrictive endorsements can be
put on your policy!

FRANKFORT
Louie
B. Nunr
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drew up a six-point
prevent the spread

sickness

sleeping
10. How do I enroll?

Why you must act before the date shown on your
Enrollment Form-just o few days from today.
Why do we give you so little time to enroll in this plan? Because this is a guaranteed enrollment offer, we can open the
enrollment only during a limited time period-with a firrn
deadline date for everyone. To provide you with this broad
coverage at these rates, we must receive your Enrollment Form
during the same period as all the others.
As soon as we receive your Enrollment Form we will rush
your policy to you by First Class Mail. When your policy arrives, examine it in the privacy of your own home. It is a
very short document and you'll be pleasantly surprised to see
there is no fins print. Show it, if you wish, to your doctor,
lawyer, insurance agent, or some other trusted advisor.
Mere are your low rates.
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3. Do you pay me cash when my children go to the hospital?

DR. E. STANLEY JONES, internationally
known evangelist, author, missionary statesn.an: "In offering low-cost health insurance by
mail, you are rendering a valuable service to
thousands of people who have no other opportunity to avail themselves of such protection.
It's reassuring to know that policyowners insured by the National Liberty group are receiving more than $1,500,000.00 a month in
benefits."
JEROME HINES, leading bass with the Metropolitan Opera Company:"It seems to me that
the concept of health insurance by mail is a very
sensible one. It's quick, easy and economical.
Nobody makes surprise visits to your home to
ask personal questions. There's no medical examination. And costly processing charges are
eliminated. This means more protection at less
cost. I congratulate National Home Life Assurance Company for meeting a real need."

annual Shrine

nament is scheduled

This new plan (NH 10-669) covers you from the very first
day for accidents and from the sixth day for sickness-even
for life, if necessary! Most everyone has some insurance
or savings to take care of a one to five-day hospital stay.
Since we provide lifetime benefits, this "deductible" feature enables us to give you broad coverage at a lower cost
than would otherwise be possible.

Outstanding Americans like these
Recommend this Coverage.

Last

ADDRESS

The

2. When do I start to collect hospital benefits?

You never really know how good a policy is until you have to
make a claim. That's why we think you'll be interested in what
some of our National Home policyowners have to say.
"I took out the policy and had only paid two monthly premiums
when I was unexpectedly put in the hospital. Was there 11
days and the National Home Life Assurance Company paid
exactly what they had said they would. How happy we were we
had taken the policy out."
Dewey M. Ramat, Upper Sandusky, Ohio
"Thank you for the check in payment of my recent claim. I am
well satisfied with the service. I will certainly recommend your
company at every opportunity."
ALGIE M. DAVIS, Waterville, Maine
'I was more than satisfied with the way my claim was handled.
One couldn't ask for better service and the 'get well soon' message was one of the nicest thoughts on your part. I thank you
sincerely."
MARGUERITE LINDA% Duluth, Minnesota

HERE'S ALL YOU DO TO RECEIVE YOUR POLICY:
Complete this brief
Enrollment Form.

I be paid when I go to the hospital?

You will receive cash at the rate of $500.00 a month
($16.67 a day). When you're 65 or over, you collect (in addition to any Medicare benefits) $250.00 a month for the
first 3 months, and $500.00 monthly while you remain continuously hospitalized thereafter. And you collect cash for
an accident even if you're in the hospital for only one day.
Coverage for illness begins the sixth day-and benefits are
paid in full for as long as you're hospitalized . . . even for
life, if necessary.

Fast,reliable claim service when needed most.

LICENSED BY THE STATE OF WYOMING
1.
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YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
ABOUT THIS NATIONAL HOME PLAN
1. How much will

man
you
Thomas Carl)

of

The following rate chart shows how little it costs after the first
month40 cover yourself, your spouse and any adult dependent.
NaturaNy, at the low rates, we can issue you only one policy
of this type. Each adult, 16 or over, pays the rate shown for his
or her age.
Monthly Premium
Age at
per Adult
Enrollment
only $2.95
16-44
only $3.40
45-49
only $3.75
50-54
only F.35
55-74
only .00
75-79
•
only 5.55
80-84
only $6.65
85 and over
Only 61.55 more per month covers all your unmarried dependent children ..from the age of one month through 18 years.
Newborn children are covered automatically at the age of one
month - at no additional cost. And then if you wish, just add
$1.15 monthly to that, and you're covered for Maternity Benefits, too.
mom rim ropier monthly premium shown here (for as. at time of en-

Fill out the brief Enrollment Form and mail it with just 25
for the first month's protection for your entire family. Mail
to: Naticn2at'Home. Valley Forge, Pa. 19481.
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We will send your National Home policy by mail. Examine
it carefully' in the privacy of your own home. Show it, if
you wish, to your own insurance agent, doctor, lawyer or
other trusted advisor. If you decide, for any reason, that
• you don't want to continue as a member of this plan, return the policy within 15 days of the date you receive it, •
and we will promptly refund your money. Meanwhile, you •
• will be fully protected while making your decision!
•
•
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rollment) will not sutonteticeby Increase as you pees from one age bracket
to the next! Ones you have enrolled In this National Ho.,,. plan. your rate
can never b• changed because of how much or hew often you collect from
us-or because at advanced age-but only if there is • general rate ediu.imaot,, up or down, on all policies of this type In your entire stabil

National Home Life Asorarano• Company
a division of National Liberty Corporation
Governor William W. Scranton, Clmirman of the Board

weather

outlook

Act NOW-"Later" May Be Too Late!
Just 250 covers you and your family for first month.
TIME IS PRECIOUS! Act quickly. (No salesman will call.)
Get your Enrollment Form into the mail today-because once
you suffer an accident or sickness, it's TOO LATE to buy
protection at any cost. That's why we urge you to act today
_before anything unexpected happens.

Adm.Offline:Valley Forge.Pennsylvania
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This policy is underwritten by National Home Life Assurance Company, an old Ilne legal reserve company of St. Louis, Missouri.
National Home Is licensed by your state and carries full legal reserves for the protection of all policyowners.
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